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STICKLEY aB
‘As a child I loved visiting my great-aunt and uncle. There was room after room of tt^s 
furniture. As I grew up. I dreamed that someday I’d have a house like that, full of the w 

Stickley furniture. After 35 years, my dream came true. I now have a house fille

autiful StickleyM - rtl
th and feel of ;1

Stickley,
— Gail M.

STICKLEY.Share your Stickley Story 
at stickley.com
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FINE INTERIOR ARCHITECTURAL MOULDINGS
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PACIFIC
REGISTER COMPANY
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Return Air filter grille, black 
washable filter, custom sizes
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The leading manufacturer of decorative registers, grilles and vent covers.

Our uniquely crafted products are designed to give a home or 
commercial space the style, beauty and character you are looking for

Low in price and high in quality 
All of our products are proudly made in the USA 

Sold direct to the end user. We are NOT a reseller and do not sell to resellers.

j.w;-
;tTvCast aluminum registers, powder coated finish ii

www.pacificregisterco.com
(®) (844) 487-7500 info@pacificregisterco.com For FREE information go to

www.otdhouseonline.com/lit



GUILDCRAFT CARPETS
Simply the finest Arts & Crafts rC'Creotions available today.

WWW. guilderaftcarpets. corn 
800.939.1882

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/l.r



TIMBERLANE

Your Curb Appeal Welcomes You Home.
Known for detail, quality, and craftsmanship, Timberlane is the choice of the finest 
designers, builders, historians, and homeowners. Our handcrafted, custom made shutters 
are built for you, to suit your exact style, specifications, and home.

WWW.FINESHUTTERS.COM/OHJ • 800 250 2221
For FREE informatton go to vvww.oWhouseoniine.com/Ut



Here in Vermont.
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Since 1856 people have trusted us to
create the finest soapstone products.
Visit us at the shop, online, or give us a call!

Finely created sinks and countertops

onirSoAfstone^
---- ' Quality from the I Quarry to Your Home Since 1856

VermontSoapstone.com/crafted 855-868-5702
For FREE information qo to www.ofdhouseonline.com/lit
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From baseboards to wall panels
to elegant curves and
towel radiators, Runtal
manufactures the perfect
welded steel radiators for
hot water (hydronic), electric
and steam heating systems.

RADIATORS For more information or a cJealer near you, please call 1-800-526-2621 For FREE information goto
www.oldhouseoMme.comAiior visit us online at: www.runtalnorthamerica.com
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Jrom the "Editor

SIDE
NOTES
READERS MAKE 
THE ISSUE
One thing that hasn't 
changed about OHJ 
in over 40 years: 
a lot of material 
comes directly from 
our readers. Hard 
to believe now, but 
you all used to send 
letters, hints, photos, 
and manuscripts in 
the mail—envelopes, 
stamps, handwriting! 
We still rely on your 
contributions to 
Success!, Salvage It, 
Ask OHJ, 'Screwed 
Up," Remuddling, 
and our end-of-year 
Favorites issue, not 
to mention features 
and your suggestions 
for how-to articles 
and products. Quick 
comments on social 
media sites are 
welcome, but don’t 
forget that we're also 
looking to publish 
your contributions. We 
make it easy; email us, 
or send a photo.

The Gardners house during its transformation by
Amish craftsmen; painted shingles hung out to dry.

I was reminded, this 
issue, of earlier days
spent diving head-first into restoration projects, blissfully unaware of just how deep the 
commitment would be. Page 46: plaster repair—oh my gosh, I’ve had enough of that. Like any 
hardship story, though, my DIY memories have a satisfying halo of accomplishment. Stay 
up all night refinishing floors so we have to pay for only one day’s rental of the drum sander? 
Sure! We walked to the hardware store, uphill both ways, and it was always snowing...

Tracey and Scott Gardner wrote to us about their Ohio house, which needed a personal
ity transplant (p. 38). The location was wonderful, not so much the cookie-cutter design and 
vinyl siding. The interior makeover has been a series of DIY projects, with Scott as carpen
ter. Outside, they relied on an architect and a crew to accomplish a seamless transition to 
Craftsman style. But they tried to offset costs by painting the shingles themselves. “Once 
we started, there was no turning back,” Tracey told me. “Scott had built a squeegee thing to 

pull the shingles through after each was dipped in a five-gallon bucket of 
opaque stain.” They hung shingles to dry from clothespins, with room for 
only about 200 at a time. The second coat was spray-painted, but even that 
required construction of a spray booth. With the kids pressed into service, 
still it took all summer to paint 4,400 shingles. The job was done right, 
though, and I can tell they made fond memories.

“I couldn’t resist showing you these two pictures,” Tracey wrote in an 
email. “Our Amish crew brought the design to life in just five months. They 
whistle while they work...worlds collided on the day some decidedly urban 
roofers showed up.”

Then she thanked me for OHJ’s interest, saying, “We had fun recollect
ing our old projects!” Yep. I can think of worse things to do on family time.

READ THE SPINE
Have you noticed that 
a Victorian house is 
created when you line 
up your 2015 issues 
on a bookshelf? 
Collect all the 2016 
issues to see what 
style comes next!

£

8 TALK TO US * Email me at ppoore@aimmedta.com, or find us on Pacebook at facebook.com/oldhousejournal.



hardware
fireplace tools
switch plates

hex tiles, mirrors, curtain
rods and tons more!

Visit our website

CraftHome.com
Hundreds of unique, hard to find items that enable you to
easily connect your home from the present to the past!
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1774 COLONIAL RESTORED
Now a Colonial Revival exemplar, this Georgian was built as an inn.
+ SHAKER DESIGN

38 SUCCESS!: ARTS & CRAFTS MAKEOVER ! 40 MY NEIGHBORHOOD: VENICE. FLORIDA I 42WIND0WSH0PPING: HACIENDA&RANCH
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LIVING IN A 
BUNGALOW

Chronicling the restoration of an Arts & 
Crafts-era house in Spokane, Washington.

By Brian D. Coleman I Photographs by William Wright
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When Janet and Kevin Conway went 
shopping for an Arts & Crafts 
bungalow in Spokane, Washington, 
they knew what they wanted—

Early 20th-century charm was restored along with the front porch and 
a warm autumn color palette from Sherwin-Williams. New half-round 
gutters are held with spring clips, and a rain chain stands in place of a 
leader. Roofing is 'Berkshire' rectangular shingles from Owens Corning.

shadows revealed where original cabinets 
had been. New cabinetwork was made 
from old-growth fir to ensure a perfect 
match, and end-grain walnut countertops 
were selected to add a period note. Practi
cality dictated new appliances, although 
the 30" Heartland stove and the Elmira 
refrigerator have retro styling.

The living room’s fireplace had been 
covered with unattractive bricks some
time in the 1970s. Grueby tiles were 
installed over the brick, and the entire 
fireplace given more presence with a larg
er, wider mantel that carefully reproduces 
the profiles of the original woodwork.

Ceilings had been sprayed, at some 
point, with a bad “popcorn” texture finish 
that was now loose and cracking. But 
covering it over with more drywall would 
have obscured the upper edge of the 
picture rail. So Kevin very carefully pried 
off the top section of moulding in every 
room, cataloging exactly where each piece 
came from. After he’d added crack-proof 
drywall over the ceiling, he nailed the 
moulding back in place. The ceilings 
were finished with ‘White Hyacinth’ 
from Sherwin-Williams.

ticleboard. Down in the dark, forbidding 
basement, inspection revealed disconcert
ing cracks in the foundation.

Still, the house was more-or-less 
original. The floor plan had not changed. 
Original wavy glass hung in the old 
window frames. Although woodwork and 
mouldings had been refinished in paint or 
urethane, they were intact; the bungalow- 
era doors and built-ins remained. The 
wide front porch promised lazy summer 
afternoons, the unfinished attic a new 
office for Janet. Best of all, the neighbor
hood was ideal—close by historic parks 
designed by the Olmsted Brothers and 
within walking distance of shops and 
restaurants. Janet and Kevin bought the 
house and rolled up their sleeves.

Basics came first: new plumbing, and 
wiring brought up to date. The cracked, 
uneven basement floor had to go. Kevin 
jackhammered it and hauled away 300 
wheelbarrowfuls of concrete. He replaced 
the floor framing, installed a sump pump 
for a bathroom, and finished the base
ment as a comfortable, 1200-square-foot 
family room and guest quarters.

As the kitchen was demolished, paint

an unaltered home that had not been 
‘updated,” one that had its original detail
ing and charm intact. They didn’t mind 
doing some of the work themselves, as 
they’d already restored a bungalow in 
their native San Diego. The Conways 
looked for months for “the worst house 
in the best neighborhood” until they 
found the perfect candidate: a 1916 
bungalow down on its luck. It took 
courage just to approach the place. Old 
blue paint was peeling from the siding 
and the roof shingles curled with black 
mildew; a mattress leaned against one 
side of the house; Christmas icicle lights 
dangled across the front. Alongside an 
unattractive set of stairs that had been 
cut straight through the front porch, 
a carport jutted unceremoniously.

Inside, things were even worse. Incon
tinent cats had run amok, using carpets 
and a closet as a litter box; Janet and 
Kevin actually donned face masks against 
the odor. Green floral wallpaper peeled 
from walls, the bath was so full of mildew 
it would need to be tom down to the studs, 
and the original fir kitchen cabinets had 
been replaced with foamboard and par

16



A breakfast table and benches made
for the owners' previous 1918 bungalow
were a perfect fit in the new kitchen;
the original fir floor had been buried
under several layers of vinyl flooring.
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The voysey-design carpet is his r.
Magnolia' pattern; settle and arm

chairs are from Warren Nile.



Cheerful floral curtains in William Morris's Daisy' pattern soften the master bedroom; a Quoizel stained-glass lamp 
highlights walls painted in Benjamin Moore's restful, soft-green 'Thyme'. Framed art is hung from the picture rail.

THE SKINNY FROM 
EXPERIENCED RESTORERS

Not only had all of the original wood
work and trim been painted, but also the 
hardware. And so every window latch, 
doorknob, hinge, and switch plate was 
methodically cataloged, removed, soaked, 
cleaned, polished, and replaced. Wood
work was stripped, sanded, and stained 
in place, a time-consuming process that 
took the couple more than a month, work
ing seven days a week. Janet painted the 
rooms in warm, earthy tones from Ben
jamin Moore, inspired by the GuildCraft 
carpets: ‘Thyme’ in the living and dining 
rooms, with accents of‘Turtle Green' and 

‘New Chestnut’; and the rich ‘Roycroft 
Adobe’ in the guest room.

Janet and Kevin had learned to save 
the floors for last, as they are subject to 
spills and damage during restoration. The 
wood floors—oak in the living room, fir in 
the kitchen, and maple in the bedroom— 
were refinished and sealed with a matte 
polyurethane finish.

Rooms were furnished with a combi
nation of antiques and historical repro

ductions. Favorite antiques include a 
handsome L. & J.G. Stickley library table, 
ca. 1906, and a set of Limbert dining 
chairs. Leopard skin-glazed Fulper pots 
and organic Van Briggle vases, Roycroft 
bowls, and other objects fill windowsills, 
bookcases, and tabletops.

The exterior, too, required substantial 
work, including foundation crack repairs 
and restoration of the botched front 
porch. The original cedar siding was pa
tiently stripped and ground down to the 
original wood, and the house repainted 
in a becoming fall palette using Sherwin- 
Williams’ ‘Jute Brown’ on the body, 
with ‘Van Dyke Brown’ on the trim and 
‘Fireweed’ on the window sash.

The Arts & Crafts movement is a 
philosophy and a way of life, Janet and 
Kevin strongly feel. Their goal was 
straightforward: They wanted to cre
ate a home filled with honest work 
and the beauty of Arts & Crafts period 
design, as a backdrop for a life lived 
in appreciation of simple pleasures.

Janet and Kevin Conway successfully restored 
two Arts & Crafts-era homes, and have some 
practical advice to pass along.
Put stuff in storage and live in an empty 
house, as much as you can. It will be easier 
than moving furnishings from room to room.
Foundation work must precede plastering to 
avoid new cracks. Save non-essential exterior
and landscaping work for last.
Avoid replacing wood windows. Most can 
be repaired at reasonable cost compared to 
replacements. Preservation may be required if 
you are seeking historic designation.
Use TSP (tri-sodium phosphate! and very hot 
water to strip paint from old hardware. 
Chemical strippers can damage metal finish. 
Catalog where each piece went-hinges all may 
look the same, but different areas of wear and 
tear mean they are not interchangeable.

20 FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 95.



A Stickley reissued oak
bed is dressed with Arts
& Crafts pillows and the
'Mackintosh Rose' bedspread
by Dianne Ayces of Arts &
Crafts Period Textiles.



INTERIORS

CARPETS
FOR ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES
Bungalow owners were, and are, counseled to choose among 
a wide range of carpet types: flat weaves, carpets from Turkey 
and India, plus rugs Caucasian, American Indian, and Mexican. 
Still, nothing beats the graphic designs and complementary 
colorways of Arts & Crafts-era reproductions.

Bungalows and houses of the Arts & Crafts era often have finished wood floors, 
sometimes accented with parquet borders. These floors were meant to be seen, 

so area rugs were favored over wall-to-wall. Choices included traditional oriental 
and Turkish designs, along with hand-woven Hammersmiths from designer William 
Morris’s company in England—also sold in the U.S. by such high-end department 
stores as Marshall Field’s in Chicago and Wanamaker’s in Philadelphia. Donegal 
carpets, bright and boldly graphic, were woven in Ireland’s County Donegal begin
ning in the 1890s; soon their handsome Arts & Crafts designs by Archibald Knox,
C.F. A. Voysey, and others found their way into stylish interiors in New York as well 
as Dublin and London.

Even Gustav Stickley sold imports from Turkey and China. But more traditional 
American, machine-made carpets were also popular. Often quite simple in design— 
a solid field with a patterned border—these were frequently used in several contigu
ous rooms to tie spaces together. Border patterns often were based on nature: pine 
trees and acorns, thistles, ginkgo leaves.

Not all carpets were elaborate, or expensive. Simple grass mats were mentioned 
in The Craftsman and other magazines as appropriate complements for the natural 
woodwork and “honesty” of the Arts & Crafts home. Rag rugs also gained favor, ad
vocated by early social reformers including Candace Wheeler as an acceptable home 
industry for women to increase their incomes and independence.

According to Stickley, Native American crafts were the country’s only true 
handicrafts. The strong, geometric designs in American Indian blankets and rugs 
enhanced the straight angular lines of his furniture, he said. Thus many Craftsman 
homes of the period had a Navajo blanket hung on the wall above a leather-covered 
settle; a geometric Native Amercian rug might lie in the fireplace inglenook. TOPi A&C rugs are key in the 

Spokane bungalow. This Archibald 
Knox design is available today as 
Glen Mona' from GuildCraft and as 
'The Grafton' from Persian Carpet. 
ABOVEi Persian Carpet's 'Wiltshire' 
is another Knox design. FROM PAR 
LEFTi GuildCraft's 'Lasenby' is a 
Voysey design. Showing Voysey's 
influence, the 'Oak Park' is a design 
from Persian Carpet.

c|
IFOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 95.
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Repair and 
protect the 
irreplaceable.

Waterproof epoxies 
for wood, metal, 
fiberglass and more.

westsystem.com
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WHAT SIZE RUG?
Try laying newspapers over the 
area to see how much floor you 
want to cover. Consider placement 
of furniture: a common mistake 
is buying a too-small rug for the 
dining room, so that its edges 
get in the way of diners moving 
their chairs. Always keep a space 
between the wall and the carpet, 
at least a foot or two. Small rugs 
are best in entries, halls, and bed
rooms. but will be out of scale in 
a large living room. Be aware that 
handmade rugs vary in size from 
the "listed” dimensions.

LEFT} This Morris revival room has a 
popular Hammersmith design carpet. 
BELOW*. Voysey's unusual 'Magnolia' 
design by GuildCraft; original colorway 
shown on p. 18 in the previous story.

ABOVEi Persian
Carpet has
introduced rugs
based on the
stained glass
designs of Frank
Lloyd Wright.
'Tulip & Lily' (by
Voyseyl is from
GuildCraft. RIOHTi
Donegal design
Donnemara' from
Persian Carpet.
BELOW: Thistle'
from Tiger Rug's
Craftsman
Collection.
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TASTEFULLY 
STOW AWAY 
YOUR TV IN AN

heirloom 
designed 
steamer i 
trunk.
WIDE VARIETY OF ANTIQUE-STYLE POP UP TV 
PICTURED: ELLIS LEATHER TV LIFT CABINET

touchstoneSmart Furniture. Beautiful Solution.

888-462-7129 I 308 Commerce Drive, Suite 200, Exton, PA 19341com

▼ For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lif

Your Best Source for Victorian Hardware and Lifting
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tr:, _ on owning the storied 
Jacob Snyder House
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The large center-hall Georgian was built as an inn. 
After removing 1940s accretions and reconfiguring 

rooms for residential use, the current owners 
decorated it in fine Colonial Reidval tradition.
By Regina Cole I Photographs by Steve Gross & Susan Daley
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The double porches were gone 
when Larry Stanley and Greg 
Hurd bought the old building. An 
oil painting showed them how 
the former inn had looked, but 
they didn't use that as a strict 
blueprint for the porch rebuild.

"On the first floor, the new 
porch is the same as the one 
pictured." Larry says. "But the 
second-storey porch may have 
had solid railings, which we did 
not want, as well as what looks 
like fretwork at the top—I imag
ine it functioned as a sun shade."

The owners found their in
spiration for the second floor's 
porch balustrade at the Farmer’s 
Museum in Cooperstown, New 
York. The Bump Tavern there 
has these fanciful, geometric 
porch balusters, a design called 

"Gathered Lances." For the 
sun-shading function originally 
served by fretwork, they installed 
fabric shades that roll up.

wners Gregory Hurd and 
Larry Stanley display a cher
ished possession right in the 
front hall: a framed reproduc

tion of the portrait of their house. Tlie 
original oil painting by an unknown artist 
han^ at the Abby Aldrich Rockefeller 
Folk Art Center at Colonial Williamsburg.

“Philip Snyder” and “Hotel Schoharie” are 
inscribed in the upper right comer. The 
old portrait is more than a lovely liistoric 
document; it also guided restoration of 
the former inn.

“By the time we bought the house in 
1994, the front porches were gone,” Larry 
explains. “The picture showed us what it 
had looked like in the early 19th century, 
not long after it was built. Then we found 
physical evidence of the porch rafters. But 
without that painting, we wouldn’t have 
known to look.”

Prominent Wliig Jacob Snyder built the 
house in 1774 to serve as an inn for travel
ers on the main road between Albany and

©
Binghamton. During the Revolutionary 
War, the building was partially burned, 
then rebuilt and reopened under the man
agement of Jacob’s son, Peter Snyder. He 
was known as “Yankee Pete” because he 
served as translator between the English- 
speaking world and the local German 
population. Well into the 20th century, 
the house was called the “Yankee Pete 
Tavern,” even though mid-20th-century 
historians made earnest attempts to cor
rect the name to Hotel Schoharie. Yankee 
Pete’s son Philip continued to operate 
the hostelry; eventually, the railroads 
rendered the wayside inn obsolete.

Hurd and Stanley initially bought the 
house to serve as their weekend and vaca
tion getaway. “We’re both big history and 
architecture buffs. When we go on vaca
tion, we tour house museums.”

The pair had restored a town house in 
Albany, but wanted a place in the country, 
with gardens to tend. “When we first saw 
it in 1992, we fell for this house in a big
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LEFTi An 1880s portrait hangs above a chinoiserie chest. The astragal lamp is a favorite piece. 
ABOVE: The tortoiseshell console table probably dates to the 1920s; tucked under is a pair of 
chinoiserie stools. BELOW: The large living room has its original configuration in the front of 
the house. Silk window treatments are based on a historical design from a magazine.
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RIGHT: "There's got to be some decollete,"
the owners laugh about their lush red dining
room. Screens are Thai. BOTTOM: The guest
room theme is "ships on the Hudson." Green

velvet surrounds a portrait of Hawthorne.

a stairway 
to heaven
In the formal stairhall, guests will
spy an odd little door, well trimmed.
Leading up to the door is a minia
ture staircase. Greg Hurd tells the
story: "Larry and 1 have indoor cats.
The door was built for them, so
they could come outside to a Large
enclosure on the porch, for fresh
air and to be with us. We designed it
to match other doors in the house.
Then our cat Pan, who was 24 years
old, needed help getting to the door.
So we had stairs built. I hope we’re
treated as well when we get old!"



kitchen apropos
The new kitchen is in a big old room that
was, improbably, long used as a garage.
Its 2V square and includes a fireplace,
now restored. "We made the fireplace
part of the kitchen, creating a sitting
area with a couple of wing chairs," Larry
Stanley says. The old floorboards had
been irreparably stained and damaged.
so the floors are new. Salvaged sections
of old flooring have new life as the
built-in cabinet in a corner next to the
fireplace. The room is simply furnished
with mid-19th-century cabinets inspired
by Shaker design. "We chose cherry
for the cabinets because it would age
to the same color as the beautiful old
beams, which are chestnut treated with
tung oil," Larry explains. Natural granite
countertops with a soft, honed finish
complete the look.
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keep a large vegetable garden.
The two sing the praises of the 

craftspeople who helped them restore 
their house, including cabinetmaker 
David Vadney of nearby Troy, New York. 
‘David is our magic man, he’s a true art
ist,” Larry praises. The two owners also 
consider themselves fortunate to have 
such helpful family members. Larry’s late 
parents, Carol and Jim Stanley, did a lot of 
wallpapering, for example.

“We did much of the restoration work 
ourselves,” Greg Hurd says, “but we could 
not have done it all without Carol and Jim’s 
help. They even took a night coiu-se on 
wallpapering with us, because they knew 
how we are,” he adds, alluding to their per
fectionism. “Larry and I have been blessed 
with families who have supported us in 
everything we do. Even the crazy stuff.”

“We took the smallest of those bed
rooms and turned it into the master bath,” 
Larry explains. “Another small bedroom 
became the library.”

Furnished with antiques and art that 
Hurd and Stanley have collected over 
many years, rooms display the couple’s 
penchant for chinoiserie and for paint
ings from the local area. Vase lamps 
and figurines reveal their weakness for 
Chinese-inspired decor, also a popular de
sign inspiration in Georgian and Federal 
period houses. Larry made window treat
ments based on examples the two saw in 
house museums and in magazines.

As part of an annual charity event,
Greg Hurd and Larry Stanley grow and 
donate a large number of pumpkins.
They keep chickens and bees, and have 
planted an orchard. Fruits include cher
ries, plums, apricots, pears, quince, and 
apples. They also grow raspberries and

way,” Larry says. “After we bought it, we 
quickly learned that taking care of two 
houses is a lot of work!” They decided to 
make the Jacob Snyder House their pri
mary residence, focusing their energies 
and resources on just one restoration.

The 4500-square-foot Georgian house 
has a classic center entrance and hall 
configuration. “The structure is post- 
and-beam, with chestnut beams 5' on 
center. It’s soUd as a rock. But we replaced 
everything else,” Larry says.

They jacked up the house to rebuild 
the foundation, installed new systems, 
removed accretions added in the 1940s, 
and repurposed some of the rooms. As 
built, the second floor had been one large 
ballroom; it had been converted into four 
bedrooms before Hurd and Stanley’s 
tenure. The result is a center hall that 
measures 8' wide downstairs—but 16' 
wide upstairs. FOR RESOURCES. SEE PAGE 95.

BELOW: The smallest of four second-floor bedrooms became a "furnished" bath papered in blue-and-white toile. Pictures of favorite historic houses 
hang alongside collected silhouettes. OPPOSITE: Another bedroom serves as a library, which opens to the upstairs porch via a fully developed entry door.
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ABOVE: Shaker chairs, from the Shaker Museum and Library, 
Mount Lebanon, New York. BELOW: A new Shaker-inspired 

cabinet with rat-tail hinges sits in the pantry of the 1774 house.

SHAKER DESIGN
SOME SURPRISING FACTS ABOUT A CLASSIC.

Not all Shaker furniture was Spartan. In furniture design, “Shaker” conjures 
up spare, monastic interiors pragmatically furnished with built-in drawers, 

peg rails, ladder-back chairs, and boxes finished in dusky milk paint. But the minimal
ist designs we so admire were the work of Shakers before the Civil War, largely in the 
1830s and 1840s. Later Shaker communities embraced florid wallpaper, ebonizing and 
gilding, and porcelain knobs in lieu of the familiar wood mushrooms. The meeting 
room in the 1884 Dwelling House at Sabbathday Lake, Maine, for example, has a sten
ciled frieze and a Victorian lighting fixture.

Furthermore, each community had its own design details—the finial atop chair 
posts, as an example. Wood species used for furniture differed. Scholars can identify 
Kentucky Shaker work from that of New York or Ohio. Even the New England commu
nities produced furniture distinct from one another.

Shaker furniture was made for “others” from the beginning. In the religious 
environment of the Shakers, hard work was a form of worship, and decoration for its 
own sake was disdained—thus, simple objects often attained transcendent beauty. 
When Shaker furniture began to be admired by the outside world, the Shakers market
ed their products. A core business for the New Lebanon community, by the 1860s, was 
the production of well-made “ladder”-back or turned post chairs. A Mount Lebanon, 
N.Y., Shaker Brother brought a chair to the Shaker booth at the 1876 Centennial Exposi
tion. By this time, their earlier designs fed into the post-centennial appreciation for the 
past and for American handcraft.

Viewing original work is possible. It’s true that so-called “Shaker furniture” is 
widely sold in mainstream mail-order catalogs, but authentic reproductions are made, 
as well. Furthermore, you can visit Shaker communities. Although just a handful of 
practicing Shakers remain today, all at the last active community at Sabbathday Lake, 
Maine, 11 communities have been preserved (or restored) and welcome visitors. They 
range from Maine to New York, Ohio, and Kentucky. You can also view historic Shaker 
work at many art and cultural museums in the U.S. and Europe.
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ENERGY SAVING
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ULTRA-SAFE
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Shaker trestle table in clear maple. 
probably after a Mount Lebanon design. 
Price for kit. 5' length, $1,075; finished, 

$1,900. shakerworkshops.com

< From a limited- 
edition collection by 
Thos. Moser, this is 
a quite faithful ren
dition of a Shaker 
square table. Built 
using centuries- 
old techniques. 
$1,350-1,550, 
thosmoser.com

^ Kitchens with Shaker-inspired cabinets are popular for 
houses old and new. This one by Crown Point Cabinetry 
features the Barnstead door, crown-point.com

Enfield cupboard by the McGuire ^ 
family in Vermont, who handcraft 

furniture traceable to the New Er^gland 
communities. $3,665 in tiger maple. 
mcguirefamilyfurniuremakers.com

cMore on the iPadk
1

A guide to all the Shaker community 
sites at oldhouseonUne.com.

For FREE irrformatlon go to www.oldhou5eonline.com/llt T
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You’ve put your HEART and SOUL
into restoring your home.

ADDING HEAT & CENTRAL A/C DOESN’T 
MEAN YOU HAVE TO TEAR IT APART.

To learn more about adding High Velocity Central Air into your homCp 
visit 5ila.com or call today! Special financing offers are now available!

Sila heating & 
air conditioning Sila 888-491-9030.COM
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WWW. shuttercraft. com

Family Owned 
Since 1986

Real wood shutters make all the difference! 
Interior & Exterior traditional shutter styles 

In all types and sizes—unfinished or fully painted

1/Shuttercraft
\ Made 

in USA
anPPED ftXTIONWIOE
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Sundial Wire bS iSSB.«sSCloth-Covered Wire 
Pendants
Lamp Parts 
www.sundialwire.com

I

SB
Cali (203) 245-2608 - Free Brochure/Prices/Quotes 

Visit our showroom -15 Orchard Pk, Madison, CT A
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WHAT AM I?” TO ARTS & CRAFTS
A developer’s pastiche was utterly transformed with the addition of well-scaled Craftsman details.

“To tell you the truth, we really hated the ‘before’ fagade—and 
we took issue with fake shutters!” says owner Tracey Gardner. 
The Ohio spec house, built in 1992, had a tentative design, as if 
halfway conceived. The entry was an afterthought; gables ended 
with porkchop eaves; unrelieved siding overwhelmed off-the- 
shelf windows. Details were sorely missing. Still, the house sits 
on a beautiful lot backed by a nature preserve, and so the couple 
didn’t want to move.

“When Tracey and Scott called us, they said they wished 
they'd bought a Craftsman Bungalow,” says architect George 
Clemens. Rather than faded vinyl siding and fake “river rock” 
veneer, they wanted a real porch and pleasing proportions.

“They wanted a transformation,” Clemens says. “It was so 
gratifying to take a generic house and give it identity. The design 
process here was fun and fulfilling.”

Homeowners Scott and Tracey went along with the exterior 
redo, only to realize it had given them cues for rooms inside.

“The interior spaces were either poorly designed or cookie-cutter, 
outfitted in cheap materials,” Tracey said. “Our new, larger win
dows ended up affecting nearly every room.” With Scott doing 
most of the carpentry, they put a windowseat in the new boxed 
bay that replaced the angled-bay window~the “only extra new 
space, maybe 2V2 square feet!” Following Craftsman tradition, 
they added wainscoting and built-ins. The fireplace was redone 
in a rustic Craftsman style. Every knob, hinge, pull, and light 
fixture has been replaced with oil-rubbed bronze fittings.

“We’re not done, but already several rooms are spaces we love,” 
Tracey says. Next up is the kitchen.

Cleinens Pantuso Architecture, Chagrin Falls, Ohio: clemenspantuso.com I

38 SHOW US • Submit your successful project, large or small, to ppoore@aimmedia.com.



WHY IT WORKS
The house was re-imagined as a 
symmetrical two-gable Craftsman 
with a wing to one side. That sug
gested a "center'' entry between 
the main gables, enhanced with a 
third shallow-pitch porch gable on 
tapered columns. Other highlights:
• Decorative trim at gables and 

window heads create more 
pleasing proportions.

• Triple double-hung windows 
[6/1 and 4/fj allude to bungalow 
style and fit the house's scale.

• Stacked stone ties the new porch 
and piers to the house. The low 
railing adds to the aesthetic.

9 m II

II
II
II

TOP: The exterior now boasts dry-stacked stone, Hardie siding in a 
traditional lap, and cedar shingles. The homeowners chose the exte
rior color scheme. ABOVE: The fireplace was bumped into the room 
and remade with the same rock as on the porch; flanking built-ins are 
new. LEFT: The owners added the high wainscot in the dining room;

"I want to add a stencil above, when I get the nerve, " says Tracey-
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Inspire
MY NEIGHBORHOOD

PICTURESQUE STUCCO
Most of the Venezia Park Historic

A VENEZIA MODEL
Repainted its original color, an 
evanescent blue (like sky re
flected on Mediterranean stucco).

RUSTICATED ENTRY
This one-storey house typifies 
Mediterranean style, a general 
ternr^referring to the use of ar
chitectural elements traditionally

District was built in 1926-1927, 
featuring a mix of one- and two- 
storey homes. Strict architectural this restored home belongs to

architect Jon Barrick and hisguidelines required houses to be found from Spain to northern
built in a “Northern Italian" style, artist wife.. Set on Nassau Street. Italy. The modest house is typical

it has an aTfractiveTy designedan interpretive look we might call of those built in 1926 and 1927,
"Mediterranean." Like many of its fr^^yard.featuring native plants. just before the great Florida

building boom went bust. Notableneighbors, this one on Venezia is a Built in the specified stucco-and-
tile-roof manner, the house haspicturesque, informal design, with is the fine-finished plank door
a coi^lred front porch sheltering set in a rusticated, arched frame.stucco walls and a red-tile roof.
the entr^^n"?^ Not only is Venice. The six-over-six-light double-
Florida, itself named'for the hung windows are customary

“The parlis are planted and 
pruned by volunteers haclied 

by donations; Venice Jderitage 
provides community support, 

and Venice oMuseum and 
oArchives, run by Dorothy 

K^rweli, tells the story. ”
American city planner JOHN NOLEN designed 
Venice for primary developers, the Brotherhood of 
Railway Engineers. Streets and avenues are laid 
out in graceful geometric patterns with regard to 
the natural landscape and the Gulf of Mexico.

JON BARRICK

40 Barrick and his wife, artist Kathy Wotipka. have spent 15 years restoring their 1926 Mediterranean Revival house.



VENICE O VENEZIA PARK HISTORIC DISTRICT O ROBERTS BAY O MYAKKA RIVER STATE PARK

. s.
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Venezia Park/ Venice, Tlorida
This is one of three National Register districts in the John Nolen 
Historic District of Venice—already a destination before the state’s 
1920s boom, and before southwest Florida’s Gulf Coast had made 
it onto tourist maps. The Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers 

struck pay dirt with a chunk of vacant land; they hired Nolen, the groundbreak
ing Philadelphia city planner, to design an upscale community accommodating 
not only prosperous snowbirds but also year-round residents and the workers 
and merchants needed to support them. The centerpiece was Nolen’s pentagonal 
Venezia Park. In 1926 and 1927, stucco-over-frame Mediterranean Revival hous
es with tile roofs and big arched windows sprang up. The Second World War 
brought military barracks; by the 1950s, an influx filled in empty spots with CBS 
(concrete block-and-stucco) ranches. By Shirley Maxwell & James C. Massey

:l

LIHLE CASTLE
This building started out as the 
Triangle Inn, later becoming a 
residence; now it's home to the 
Venice Museum and Archives at 
351 Nassau Street South. Built 
in 1927. it has been restored 
meticulously. Beige stucco walls 
are typical here, but the green 
tile roof is an unusual variation. 
The rounded corner tower is 
unique in Florida’s Venice, as is 
the stacked two-storey loggia.

LOGGIA AND CHIMNEY
Like many early 20th-century 
houses in the city, this one on 
Harbor Drive South is stuccoed 
over structural tile; it. too. has 
the requisite red-tile roof. The 
massive battered chimney that 
fronts the projecting wing is 
distinctive. Behind the balus
trade, an arcaded Loggia anchors 
the main block of the house, and 
scalloped awnings add to the 
Mediterranean vibe.

REPEATING ARCHES
This house, on Nassau Street 
South, is a good example of 
a one-storey Mediterranean 
with stucco walls and tile roof. 
Under a picturesquely sloped 
roofline, an intimate arched 
vestibule accompanies a trip
tych of arched windows. A gated 
archway to the left leads to the 
garden; a piazza behind a low 
wall completes the composition.
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Inspire
WINDOW SHOPPING

From Hacienda to Ranch
The Spanish influence began hundreds 
of years ago and evolved right through 
to the ubiquitous postwar Ranch house.

KANSAS CITY, MO/$649,950
Mediterranean Revival, 1925: A red clay tile roof, 
tile borders around the entry, arched portico, and 
grilled Juliet balconies convey Spanish flavor to this 
Romantic Revival home. The interior has stuccoed 
walls, a sunroom/sLeeping porch, and stained glass.

ALBUQUERQUE, NM/$395,000
Pueblo Revival, 1928: This classic 20th-century adaptation of Pueblo archi
tecture features stepped, battered walls, projecting vigas (roof beams), and 
irregular rounded parapets. Inside: a fireplace with a kiva-shaped firebox 
and mantel niche. A rustic pergola shades the rear court.

OAKLAND, CA/$579,000
Spanish eclectic bungalow, 1923; A stucco exterior 
and shallow tile roof are appealing characteristics 
of this tiny raised bungalow. Inside find a stone and 
brick fireplace, built-in bookcases, a large picture 
window and door with Arts & Crafts muntins, crystal 
doorknobs, and a leaded-glass window.

DALLAS, TX/$449,000
Ranch, 1957: A close-to-the-earth profile and broad 
overhangs that afford shade mark this mid-century 
brick Ranch as a descendant of the Spanish Colonial 
houses in the Western U.S. Interior features include 
a corner fireplace, original floors, and ceiling beams. 
And there’s a sheltered patio.

TUCSON, AZ/$770,000
Hacienda Revival, I960: Nestled in a historic district, this dwelling features 
all the Spanish Colonial Revival leitmotifs: multi-level roofs with clay barrel 
tile, arched windows and doors, and a covered gallery overlooking the en
closed courtyard. Interior details include arched doorways, ceiling beams, 
and a kiva-style fireplace.
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NU-WAL >RESTORATION SYSTEM I/.
MAKt WALLS & CEILINGS LOOK LIKE NEW AGAIN!

/L.'
^TIME TESTED
► FOR OVER

35 YEARS
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h iv.
ISTI

J COMFORT FOR14
c OLD WINDOWS4
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kLEAD ENCAPSULATION ;

ONE DAY APPLICATION ;
*NO TRIM REMOVAL ' M*

NO PIASTER REMOVAL

Boone, IA 
800-247-3932 Ir^

NU-WAL .COM 

SPECIFICATION CHEMICALS
WINDOW INSERTS THAT INSTALL
WITH NO MOUNTING BRACKETS.▼ For FREE information go to wmv.oLdhouseonUne.com/lit

Handcrafted • Handcarved
Medallions, Moldings & More

T For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.eom/lit

»7T!'I
Elegant Affordable 

Wooden R/\diator Cabinets

The Pereect Cover-lp

lor an on-sile measuring appointment 
check our website under 'Sales & Events'. 

Contact us for a tree brochure

Order Online
www.dininglegs.com

1.866.963.5602 ww'w.wtiocienradialorcabinet.com 800.017.9110
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' Plaster Washers 
THE solution to sagging, 

cracking plaster 
from

Charles Street Supply

www.charlesstsiipply.com
800-382^4360
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//-0/u Any Job
Use Durham’s Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, 
rebuild missing matenal, and mold new objects. It permanently 
adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking.
\bu can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it. yawAif] 

The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen 
for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, __ Jr, 
lumber, building material, and paint dealers 
everywhere, waterputty.com 
Donald Durham Co.
Box 604*HJ, Des Moines, fA 50304

Light up your life with a visit to our 
Breakfast at Tiffany's Collection and 

explore all of our other unique picture 
hanging paraphernalia.

(707)980-6319
www.swfliipicturcfiaii^crs.com

{
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Plaster lOl:
DIY Repairs, Tools 
& Techniques
Distressed plaster walls and ceilings are common in old 
houses. It may not be as bad as it looks: many problems can be 
repaired using basic plastering techniques. By Mary Ellen Poison



r- STUD

- SCRATCH COAT

• KEYS
- FINISH COAT

BROWN COAT

ABOVE: Three-coat plaster is a system of multiple 
layers that work together to form a strong wall.

WHAT IS PUSTER?
Applied with craft and skill, interior plas
ter is a near-magical building material for 
creating and coating walls and ceilings. 
Historically, plaster consists of dry com
ponents including sand, lime, and cattle 
hair [or straw or manure) mixed with 
water to create a wet. plastic medium that 
cures and hardens as it dries. About 150 
years ago. a new component, gypsum, 
was added to the sand and lime mixture 
to enable the plaster to cure more quickly 
and allow for faster working times.

A traditional multi-coat plaster system 
begins with a substructure of lath—thin 
wood slats or metal mesh—that's at
tached to the wall framing. Three coats 
of wet plaster are applied in layers to the 
lath: the scratch coat, the brown coat, 
and the finish coat.

The scratch coat goes in quickly. The 
plasterer forces the wet mixture thickly 
through gaps in the lath to form "keys" 
that harden and lock the coat in place as 
it cures. The top surface of this scratch 
coat is then scored to prepare it to receive 
the second or brown coat. As the brown 
coat goes on. the plasterer levels out wall 
surfaces and creates square and plumb 
corners. Once the brown coat has cured, 
the top or finish coat goes on, either 
smooth or in a variety of textured fin- 

.ishes. The result is a superior, handmade 
wall surface that offers surprisingly good 
insulation and sound-proofing qualities.

I

IMany houses built before about 1950 retain at least 
some of their original plaster walls. If sections or entire 

walls need attention, don’t let the idea of working with old 
plaster intimidate you. In many cases, it’s much easier to 
repair cracks or patch holes with this versatile material than 
with drywall.

The most common type of damage to plaster is cracking, 
progressing from the superficial and easily repaired to deeper 
and wider cracks that require multiple repair techniques. 
More serious repair problems include delamination, bulging 
walls, and key failure, where plaster has broken loose from 
its grip on the lath substructure. Instructions start on p. 50,

&
s

s
I
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Types of Plaster Repairs
—I—o-----pO~»

1
PLASTER FAILURE 

WITH MISSING LATH
Remove failed 

layers: repair and 
replace missing 

portions of lath and 
replaster, or install 

new drywall over 
sound framing

TOPCOAT
DELAMINATION
Remove failed 

layer, replaster

KEYMOVING
CRACKS

Tape and patch 
with joint

compound; anchor 
with plaster 

washers

MINOR
SURFACE CRACKING

Patch with joint 
compound

DEEPER
CRACKS

Tape and patch 
with joint 
compound

FAILURE
Remove failed 

layers; replaster 
using 3-coat 

method or install 
drywall over 

sound substrate
SCALE LEVEL:
1 = BEGINNER • 5 = EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL

A NOTE ABOUT DRYWALL
Known variously as plasterboard, gypsum board, Sheetrock (a 
trade name], rock, or wallboard, drywall is a uniform panel of 
gypsum plaster pressed between thick sheets of paper. It isn't 
as old as plaster, but drywall has a surprisingly long history, 
with early forms dating back to the late 19th century. In the U.S., 
it began its inevitable march to residential walls and ceilings 
between 1910 to 1930.

Offered in a standard 4' x 8‘ size and thicknesses from V*" to 
Vs", drywall is relatively easy to install over large areas, espe
cially compared to plaster. It can be nailed or screwed to wood 
or metal studs. Once the joints are taped and coated with joint 
compound, drywall is ready to be painted or wallpapered.

Manufacturers offer drywall for diverse uses and settings: 
there are fire, moisture, or mold resistant varieties, for ex
ample, and rock that serves as a base for tile installation. This 
makes it easier to tailor drywall with specific characteristics 
to areas where moisture or mold is a problem. For a bathroom 
where the original plaster is long gone or compromised by wa
ter damage, for instance, greenboard is an excellent choice.

USG s moisture-
resistant greenboard

ORNAMENTAL PLASTER carries the trade
name Sheetrock.This article concerns itself with three-coat 

plaster, applied to wood or metal lath and 
troweled smooth. Mouldings, however, are 
run in place, the profile created by push
ing a template against wet plaster. Orna
ments including ceiling medallions are 

cast in a mold, then applied. Old work can 
be replicated, but that's another story.

i



FIGURE 1 TAPING

For cracks that don’t move and that are level on 
both sides, apply fiberglass joint tape down the 
length of the crack. Cut the tape in sections with a 
utility knife to follow the pattern. Remove any loose 
strings with the knife.

Once the crack is secure, apply a thin coat of 
joint compound over the taped crack, feathering 
the mud out about 6" on either side of the crack. 
This is called "floating" the plaster. Sand lightly af
ter each coat, then sand smooth after the last coat.

FIGURE 2 WASHERS

For moving cracks, tape 
and patch with joint 
compound; anchor with 
plaster washers.•. * • 77*

* $ \S \ *
« 9 % ,

Crack Repair
Cracks can be caused by foundation settlement, undersized joists, seasonal and humidity changes, and poorly executed repairs. 
Cracks can range from hairline-size to very wide. They can follow structural members in a straight line or run diagonally across the 
wall surface. Patching cracked walls is a skill that falls somewhere between the trades of plastering and drywall finishing. In other 
words, a willing beginner can make minimal repairs, and with practice, progress to more challenging projects.

HAIRLINE CRACKS If a hairline crack has 
been evident over a period of time and 
doesn’t move, remove the loose mate
rial and fill the crack with a coat or two 
of joint or spackling compound (or use 
an elastomeric product like Krack Kote). 
Allow each layer to dry, then sand lightly 
before applying the next coat. Sand the 
patch smooth with fine-grit sandpaper on 
a sanding block.

cracks will crop up once again.
Most professional plasterers recom

mend securing the loose or high side of 
the crack with plaster washers, wafer- 
thin perforated discs (Figure 2) that 
refasten plaster to lath, and drywall 
screws before filling in the crack. Start 
by drilling small pilot holes at least 2" 
away from each side of the crack. Then 
fasten the washers with 2" screws.

Although the washers will flatten as 
the screw is driven into place, they will 
still stand slightly above the wall surface. 
In most situations you can achieve a 
nearly invisible patch by feathering out 
the repair a few inches wider than usual.

There are two methods for filling in the 
crack once the wall is anchored. They are:

1. Inverted V Method. Dig out the crack 
along its length in an inverted V shape 
and vacuum out any residual debris. This 
should create a toehold for the patch. Pro
vided the crack survives without crum
bling into chunks, fill and tape it much the 
same as though it were a drywall joint. 
First wet the lath and plaster around the 
cleaned crack to help the patch adhere (the 
old, dry materials tend to suck the mois
ture out of the new plaster before it can 
fully cure). Then fill the crack with a coat

or two of stiffly mixed joint compound to 
raise and level out the crack. Also, take 
care that the new plaster attaches firmly to 
the lath by pressing the material through 
the openings in the slats. Otherwise, the 
repair will fail. Float the crack out with 
two thinner coats of joint compound, 
sanding between finishes. Finish with a 
final layer of joint compound or Easy Sand 
and touch up sanding.

2. Bonding method. Use a PVA (polyvi
nyl acetate) plaster bonding agent around 
the edges of the failed plaster and on any 
exposed lath before taping the crack. The 
bonding agent acts as an emulsifier to 
bond the new plaster to the old without 
the hit-or-miss method of wetting the old 
lath and plaster. Then fill in the hole as 
above. Allow each application of plaster to 
dry and sand between coats.

WIDER CRACKS For wider cracks, or previ
ous crack patches that have failed, use the 
tape and “float” technique. (Figure l) First 
press hard on either side of the crack to 
make sure that the plaster isn’t moving. 
Then check to see whether one side of the 
crack is higher in relief than the other.

MOVING CRACKS If the plaster moves, or 
one side of the crack is visibly higher in re
lief than the other, dig out the crack on the 
high or loose side with a utility knife or a 
crack opener, a small hand tool. Remove 
enough material to reach sound plaster.

Keep in mind that plaster continues to 
move over time. While it’s a simple matter 
to fill any crack with joint compound, 
unless the area around the crack is stable 
and isolated from other problem areas,

EXTENSIVE CRACKS If you’re faced with 
an extensive network of cracks or cracks 
in haphazard patterns known as map 
cracking, cover the walls with sheets of 
adhesive-backed fiberglass mesh with an 
elastomeric coating, such as Nu-Wal, fol
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. 
There may still be some follow-up taping 
and filling once the product is in place.

I
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HYDE TOOLS CRACK OPENER

TEKTON 6" TAPE KNIFE

TOOLS OF THE TRADE
f In addition to protective gear 

including goggles, work 
gloves, and a dust mask, 

you’ll need multi-purpose 
tools such as a hammer and 

chisel, a flathead screw
driver, buckets and trays, 

putty knives, screwgun, drill, 
and a spray bottle. A profes
sional plaster repair kit also 

includes the tools shown.
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A HYDE TOOLS 

PLASTER HAWK
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ABATRON KRACK KOTE

MARSHALLTOWN TROWEL

MARSHALLTOWN MARGIN TROWEL

\_
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HYDE TOOLS 
FIBERGLASS 
JOINT TAPE

MARSHALLTOWN 12" TAPING KNIFE
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THE MUD
For smaller jobs, there’s no need to mix up a traditional lime- and sand-based plaster. 
Unless the house is very early or historically significant, a premixed joint compound 
like Murco Mud works fine, if there are multiple cracks or areas to patch, use a dry 
joint compound that can be mixed to a desired consistency, such as Durabond, avail
able at most builder’s supply stores and online. It comes in 20.45, and 90 minute 
setting varieties. It cures quickly and is hard to sand, however, so for finish work use 
either premixed joint compound or a related product called Easy Sand, a lightweight 
setting-type mud with 25 to 90 minute setting times.

For scratch or brown coats, choose a basecoat plaster mix, such as Structo-Lite, a 
perlite-aggregate gypsum that is much lighter than a traditional sand-based plaster.

MUSG%I

V

Ml©I

^1 I MURCO M720' 

UNIVEBSAUnt I DEMlYMtX jOiNTcOMPOOND
CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: Durabond 90 mixes with water for heavy-duty plaster repairs, and 
cures quickly, Structo-Lite is ideal for scratch and brown coats. Easy Sand mixes up to a 
quick-curing, easily sanded finish. Murco Mud is a premixed. low-VOC joint compound.
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FIGURE 3 PATCHING HOLES

If any lath is missing or damaged, re
move it and bridge over the opening 
with expanded metal lath, available 
at builder's supply stores. Screw the 
new lath into the framing or sound 
areas of lath.

For ceiling repairs or odd-sized 
holes, attach a large piece of metal 
lath over the patch area, overlapping 
it slightly. Fasten the lath loosely in 
place with a couple of screws. Then, 
holding the lath steady, cut the metal 
with tin snips to fit the void exactly. 
Finally, screw the new lath in place. FIGURE 4 LARGER REPAIRS

When patching over lath, press plenty 
of plaster through to create keys and 
a strong base for later coats.

Deeper Repairs
Failing piaster creates a tremendous mess, which is why so many people throw up their hands and call a drywall contractor. 
If your goal is to save as much original plaster as you can, first identify how deep the damage goes.

FINISH COAT FAILURE Often only the top 
coat of plaster is failing. This is called 
delamination. If this is the case, scrape 
off the loose finish coat with a putty knife 
and brush away loose material. Leave any 
sound material intact.

Apply a plaster bonding agent (Plaster- 
Weld is one brand) over the damaged 
areas. Follow the bonding agent instruc
tions carefully with regard to wall prepa
ration and curing times. Then apply a 
new finish coat, using either veneer plas
ter or multiple coats of plaster compound.

Veneer plaster creates a thicker buildup 
in a single coat than drywall mud. Mix 
small batches to the consistency of mashed 
potatoes. Bring the plaster direcdy to the 
wall with the trowel and apply it in an arc
ing motion. (This may take some practice.) 
As the plaster begins to dry, brush a coat of 
water over it and smooth it out quickly. This 
will help the plaster cure to a smooth finish.

and refuse to budge. Leave them in place. 
To avoid damaging areas of sound plas
ter, use only as much force as necessary. 
Gently pry up pieces with a flat prybar, 
or cut out areas using a flathead screw
driver or sharp chisel and hammer. Once 
you’ve reached solid plaster, brush away 
all the loose debris. Then push out the 
remaining keys between the old lath.

Once all the debris has been removed 
and the lath system patched (Figure 3), 
begin the plastering process. Use plaster 
washers to secure the edges of loose or 
suspect plaster to the underlying framing 
or lath. Screw the washers into the plaster 
about 2" back from the void, placing them 
about 4” apart. Use as many washers as 
needed until the plaster no longer moves. 
On ceilings, you may want to anchor the 
entire ceiling with plaster washers, plac
ing them along the joists about 1’ apart. 
Fasten with 2" drywall screws.

Once the washers are in, prep the 
repair area by coating the edges and lath 
with bonding agent. When dry, mix a 
batch of Structo-Lite, a lightweight perlite- 
gypsum base coat. Mix to the consistency 
of mashed potatoes, and only as much as

you will need for the patch. The Structo-Lite 
should not bulge, drip, or fall off the trowel.

Apply the plaster with an arcing mo
tion, taking care to press material through 
the wood or metal lath (Figure 4). Aim 
for a layer no thicker than the depth of the 
existing scratch coat (about to V4'). As it
starts to set, score it with a nail to prepare 
the surface for the next coat. Allow the 
scratch coat to set for 24 to 48 hours.

Use the same plaster for the brown 
coat and apply it in much the same way. 
Prep the surface by generously dampen
ing it with water before you begin. Make 
the coat as level as possible to provide a 
solid base for the finish coat. To achieve 
this, run a squeegee trowel over the entire 
patch once it’s in place. Keep the brown 
coat at least '/a below the level as it begins 
to set up. Allow to cure for 24 to 48 hours 
before applying the finish coat.

For the finish coat, use Durabond or 
veneer plaster. Again, dampen the surface 
with water. This will help the new coat ad
here without drawing too much moisture 
out of the first and second layers, which 
can cause cracks or failure. The finish 
plaster should stiffen as it is leveled and

s|
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3iKEY FAILURE If portions of the plaster 
have detached from the underlying lath, 
all of the unsound plaster will need to be 
removed. As you rip out the bad mate
rial, you may hit sections that are sound

£|
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TOOLS + MATERIALS

^ SMALL FOOTPRINT -
These little designer vents are the only evidence you’ll see of an energy-efficient 

air-delivery system that heats, cools, ventilates, filters, humidifies, and dehu- 
midifies. Pricing varies. Hi-Velocity Systems, (888) 652-2219, hi-velocity.com

VICTORIAN GLOW >
Cast-iron fireplace grates
like the Victorian are mod
eled after authentic 19th-
century coal grates. Fitted
with a bed of realistic-look-

SHEER WARMTH ^ing coals, the grate can burn
gas ($1,068). A woodburn- Protect the beauty of historic win
ing version is $469. Fires of dows with custom invisible storm
Tradition. (800) 325-7988, windows. Designed for interior
castironfireplace.net or exterior use. they come from

a company trusted by institutions
such as the Montpelier Foundation.
Prices vary. Allied Window, (800)
445-5411, alliedwindow.com

8170, soapstones.com

SCROLLWORK GRILLE ^
The Bell Foundry grille register in bronze or alu
minum comes in sizes from 4" x 6" to 48" x 24".
Choose from four finishes, including burnished
bronze (shown). From $58.95. Craftsman Home
Connection. (509) 535-5098, heatregisters.com



ce of any radiator with a metal cover 
]l styles dating to the early 20th cen- 
*rior (shown) ranges from $371 for a 
for one up to 90” long. Monarch. (201) 
s.com

< COMPACT WATER HEATER
The Tempra Plus tankless electric 
water heater is designed to re
place a conventional water heater 
for potential energy savings of up 
to 20 percent. The unit measures 
16%'' wide X 14’/2" high x 4%" deep. 
About $750. Stiebel Eltron, (800) 
582-8423, stiebel-eltron-usa.com

, the Seta updates the classic ra- 
; "pepper shaker” tops. Each unit 
de. From $1,102. Runtal North 
italnorthamerica.com
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Wall & Ceiling Upgrades
A lighting switcheroo, a ceiling medallion newly hung, and crown moulding 
add period style and drama, taking the room up a notch. By Lynn Elliott

Switch out home-center wall fixtures for sconces with vin
tage style. Turn off the electricity at the circuit breaker. After 

removing shade and light bulb, unscrew the mounting nuts and 
let the fixture hang. If it is heavy, have an assistant hold it. Take 
off the wire nuts and untwist wire connections with pliers in 
this order; black, white, bare wires. Then unscrew the green 
ground screw and take out the wire from the mounting 
bracket. Remove the mounting bracket. Now install the new 
sconce bracket by attaching it to the junction box top and ^
bottom. Next twist the ground wire around the green ground 
screw with pliers, and tighten. Attach sconce wires to house 
wires in this order: bare wires, white wires, black wires. Put a 
wire nut on each connection. Tuck wires into the box. Keep white 
and black wires apart so they don’t touch. Screw sconce to bracket. 
Attach the shade and light bulb. Turn on the electricity and test.

A

/

Swap a 
Sconce

Add a Ceiling Medallion
Add a decorative focus or call attention to a chandelier. Medallions are still 
available in cast plaster, but also in lightweight polyurethane that DIYers 
might install. Ranging in size from to 70”, they can be painted. Check 
that the medallion’s center hole is large enough to fit over the junction box, 
but small enough that the escutcheon plate or canopy covers it.

W »<•

I T STEP 2 STEP 3
Turn off electricity at the circuit breaker. 
Remove escutcheon plate and wire nuts. 
Untwist the wires (see above) and remove 
fixture. Clean the ceiling with soap and 
water and let dry. Hold the medallion 
against the opening to check its depth 
against the length of the threaded bolt for 
the fixture. If necessary, replace the bolt 
with a longer one. Slowly drill pilot holes 
in the medallion with a countersink bit.

If desired, paint the medallion and let dry. 
Apply a heavy bead of adhesive caulk to 
the back of the medallion Ithe non-deco- 
rative side). As the medallion is placed on 
the ceiling, thread any wiring and fixture 
chain through its center. Firmly press the 
medallion against the ceiling and center 
it. Then secure it with screws through the 
pilot holes. Don’t over-tighten, because 
the medallion could crack.

Run a bead of caulk around the outside 
edge of the medallion and smooth with 
your finger. Fill in and smooth the screw 
holes. When dry, lightly sand and paint 
if needed. Re-attach the light fixture and 
turn on the power.

56 TIP • After the electricity is off, use a non-contact voltage tester to make sure wires aren’t live, before continuing with the project.



Install Crown Moulding
WEEKEND! crown mouldings come in wood (often primed) and MDF in a variety of 
L J profiles. Angled cuts are the tricky part of installation. A compound miter

saw makes the task easier (as will an assistant).

STEP 2STEP!
If the crown moulding isn’t long enough for the wall, join 
lengths together using a lap joint. With the saw blade tilted at 
a 45 degree angle and the miter set at 30 degrees, cut the first 
joint on the right side of the blade and then cut the second piece 
on the left side of the blade. Seal the inside cuts of the two 
pieces with wood glue and secure to the wall with finishing nails 
placed 2" away from either side of the joint.

With an electronic stud finder, mark all studs, so that you’ll be 
able to anchor to them. Measure the width of the wall for the 
first piece. Mark where the bottom of the moulding meets the 
wall. Then use a laser level or snap a chalkline to mark this point 
along the full width, corner to corner. If your crown moulding is 
more than 4%" wide, hang wood blocking in the joint between the 
ceiling and wall, to use for securing the moulding. When attach
ing it, use IVi finishing nails for plaster walls and 3" nails for 
drywall. Set nails in the middle of the moulding, every 32".

h
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STEP 4STEPS
Remove the cut moulding from the miter box and clamp it to a 
sawhorse. Trace along the profile with a pencil for a guideline. 
Back-cut the profile with a coping saw with a 20-teeth-per-inch 
blade. Don't try to cut the cope in one long cut. Work in sections 
around sharp curves by changing the direction of the cut or 
creating notches. Smooth down any extra material with a flat or 
round file so that the joint fits snugly. Then attach to the wall.

At the inside corners of the room, the crown moulding will need 
to be coped for a seamless joint. One length of the moulding 
is straight cut and secured into place, with the end flush in 
the corner. The second length will be fitted to its profile. Place 
that length of crown moulding upside down in a miter box and 
position it at the angle it should be on the wall, with flat spots 
against the bed and the fence. Hold the moulding at the correct 
angle by clamping a wood stop on the extension table. Cut the 
moulding at a 45 degree angle.
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Don’t spend your time on your hands and knees with a putty knife scraping or 
sanding away old ahesives. Franmar’s BLUE BEAR® Mastic & Adhesive 
Remover makes removing adhesives safe and easy. Simply pour the Mastic & 
Adhesive remover on the floor and let it work. When the old adhesive is soft, 
simply scrape or squeegee the floor clean with minima! effort. BLUE BEAR is 
safe to use on vinyl and black mastics as well as asbestos mastics. Finish 
propping your floor for refinishing with BLUE BEAR® Cleaner & Degreaser for

Concrete Surfaces
. SAf E! No
• Virtually Newer

fcaericaa-Crow"®*'**
iait/i2eRor/37a

the best finish possible. Work confidently knowing that all BLUE BEAR
products are environmentally safe and safe to use.

Paint & Urethane Cleaner & Degreaser
No need to work this hard. Stripper Concentrate

Replaces TSP

For FREE information goto
www.oldhouseoniine com/iit

Cali us today! 800.538.5069 
Or visit us online.' www.franmar.com 
Find a dealer near you: www.franmar.com/find-distributor ^ Fran mar
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All About Goops & Glues
Ever wonder what separates a glue from an adhesive or a cement—or, more importantly, what are 
the best uses for each? The adhesives industry is immense, producing hundreds of products (many 
of them veiy complex, but also some quite simple) for joining everything from cardboard boxes to 
whole building assemblies. Most of the adhesives applicable to old-house work are sold in hardware 
stores and lumberyards, so let’s start with the common ones you’ll find there. By Gordon Bock

GLUES technology, used in many areas of con
struction including paints and coatings, 
which is based on a synthetic resin that is 
caused to polymerize (a chemical reaction 
where small molecules combine to form 
large molecules). Epoxies are thermoset
ting (heat-reaction curing). While they 
can be formulated as one-component 
systems that cure via external heat or 
radiation, they are most familiar in the 
consumer market as two-part, room- 
temperature curing products where an A 
component (curing agent) is mixed into a 
B component (resin) to start the chemical 
reaction. The advantages of epoxies make 
them almost ideal adhesives. Though 
relatively expensive, they are capable of 
bonding a wide range of materials, make 
good gap-fillers, and are inert and per
manent when cured, therefore effectively 
waterproof. (You can find even under
water epoxies.) In building construction 
and repair, epoxies can be formulated to 
not only bond problematic materials like 
concrete and glass, but also (in proper for
mulations) to be used in wood restoration 
as consolidants for re-introducing integ
rity to weathered wood or, with bulking 
agents added, to become durable fillers.

Yellow glue is based upon aliphatic resin 
emulsion, similar to PVA but engineered 
to be stronger, more water-resistant, and 
quicker setting. Both have good adhesion 
to porous materials, especially wood. Like 
most glues in general, they are water- 
based, non-toxic, and so user-friendly in 
application and cleanup. Modern formu
lations are not, strictly speaking, water
proof (though some products are water- 
resistant) or reversible (though some may 
soften with water).
3. WALLPAPER PASTE Low on the 
adhesives hierarchy, traditional wheat 
wallpaper paste is a classic example of 
a natural, plant-based adhesive. It is 
derived from dextrin, the “glue” in starch 
that is both water-soluble (perfect for re
moving old wallpaper) and an abundant, 
inexpensive commodity.
4. RESORCINOL GLUE Sometimes 
overlooked today, resorcinol-formalde
hyde glue is a two-part resin adhesive 
with properties that come close to the 
performance of epoxy, with unique 
advantages of its own. Based on a resin 
(once derived from plant materials) that 
hardens when combined with formalde
hyde, it requires mixing the liquid resin 
with powdered hardener. When cured, 
resorcinol is waterproof, once making it 
essential for boatbuilding and still good 
for outdoor woodwork. Resorcinol works 
best when the glue line is thin, as it does 
not make a good gap filler; but, when the 
glue is applied properly, it’s so strong that 
the wood itself will break before the glue 
Joint fails.

WTiat defines a glue in 
today’s marketplace is 
often hard to pin down, 
but the term has long been 

associated with the first generations of 
adhesives. Before the advent of modem 
chemistry in the late 19th century, adhe
sives were based upon animal- or plant- 
derived ingredients. They were also typi
cally water-based and hardened through 
evaporation. In fact, this was true well 
into the 1940s, with natural adhesives 
even making possible innovations like 
plywood and aircraft. Far from obsolete, 
natural adhesives are used widely today; 
the following are just a sampling of ones 
popular for consumer use.
1. HIDE GLUE Animal products from egg 
albumen to mammal blood have been the 
source of adhesives since antiquity, and 
are still used in fine arts and conservation 
because of their proven durability and 
reversiblity (i.e., they soften with water 
for removal). One of the most enduring is 
hide glue, a water-based adhesive related 
to gelatin and made from the connective 
tissue of animals. Hide glue is superb at 
bonding wood and has been a backbone 
of the ftirniture industry for generations. 
Less common in building construction 
(where water solubility can be a short
coming), hide glue is nonetheless a very 
practical and user-friendly adhesive for 
fumiture-making and woodworking.
2. WHITE AND YELLOW GLUE The 
adhesives most commonly seen in general 
carpentry and woodworking are white 
and yellow glue, the latter popularly 
called carpenter’s glue. White glue, which 
emulates adhesives once based on casein 
(a protein in cow’s milk), is formulated 
with polyvinyl acetate (PVA), a rubbery 
synthetic polymer also used in latex paint.

POLYURETHANE GLUE
Gaining wide attention 
in America only since the 
early 2000s, polyurethane 
glues have been popular 

for decades in Europe, where they per
form many of the jobs of carpenter’s glue 
or epoxy. Polyurethanes are good at join
ing wood, creating joints typically stron
ger than the wood itself, plus they bond 
a wide variety of other materials, such as 
non-porous metals, plastics, glass, and 
even rubber. They are also able to cure 
in high-moisture conditions where other

EPOXIES
Synonymous in the popu
lar mind with tenacious, 
high-strength adhesives, 
epoxies are an extensive

Bt
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BONDING AGENTSadhesives won’t work. In fact, moisture 
is essential: Though also thermosetting, 
they do not require a hardener but instead 
are engineered to react with water to start 
the curing chemical reaction. As soon as 
they are applied, polyurethane glues be
gin reacting with the moisture in the air, a 
process that gives off carbon dioxide. This 
means that, depending upon the amount 
of moisture present, they tend to foam, 
so parts need to be clamped to hold them 
in position. However, being moisture- 
resistant when cured, polyurethane glues 
are recommended for outdoor use.

of—what else?~construction materials. 
Typically thick and sticky, construction 
adhesives don’t penetrate wood fibers 
like glue, but do adhere to slick surfaces 
(composites, plastic, drywall, painted 
surfaces) and with a high initial tack 
that will hold pieces in place without 
clamps. Construction adhesives tend 
to remain rather pliable after dry
ing, which is why they’re popular for 
projects that may expand and contract, 
such as gluing-and-screwing subfloors 
to joists. Being thick, they also fill in the 
gaps between irregular surfaces while 
producing a tight bond, something glue 
cannot do. Delivery systems for con
struction adhesives are no longer limited 
to the gun cartridge, now that caulk tube 
packages and aerosol cans and foam are 
on the market as well. Technologies now 
include moisture-cure polyurethane and 
evaporative cure latex (good for sensitive 
materials), as well as original solvent 
based formulations.

Not much like glues and 
cements, yet they are 
adhesives nonetheless. 
These products enhance 

the adhesion between building materi
als. Often used to repair cementitious 
materials, they are tailor-made for old- 
house work.

Craftspeople turn to bonding agents, 
for example, when applying a fresh layer 
of concrete, cement stucco, or plaster to 
a seasoned, hardened substrate of the 
same material.

Although polyester- and polyure
thane-based products have been devel
oped for special applications, such as 
quick setting, the bonding agents most 
old-house restorers use are based on 
either latex emulsions or epoxies.

One of the most popular bases for 
latex is PVA, which has good compat
ibility with cement. One form of PVA, 
which does not re-soften with water,

i

CONSTRUCTION
ADHESIVES
Debuting on job-sites in 
the 1960s as a viscous 
material gunned from a 

cartridge, the construction adhesives 
category has grown so diverse that 
even manufacturers define them only 
as products designed for the assembly

For FREE information go to www.otdhouseonline.com/tit ▼

putting \ >

a new
twist on

aluminum.



CONTACT ADHESIVES bond instantly and permanently—hence 
the name “contact adhesive.” While this 
means that assembly must be planned 
and executed carefully, the instant bond 
makes clamping unnecessary. (An old 
trick is to first separate countertop 
laminates from the base with a sheet of 
building paper, then to slide the paper 
out once the laminate is in position.)

This clamp-free bonding is also valu
able for CERAMIC TILE ADHESIVES, 
close cousins of contact adhesives. His
torically, contact adhesives relied on VOC- 
containing solvents for their quick drying, 
but nowadays water-based formulations 
are coming on the market.

is widely used as a concrete bonding 
agent. Surprisingly though, another 
form of PVA that does re-soften with 
water is very handy for repairing 
interior plaster.

Specifically, the bonding agent can be 
applied to the joining surface of the old 
plaster. Then, even if the bonding agent 
begins to dry, it will become tacky again 
and bond the two materials properly. 
PVA plaster bonding agents are widely 
used not only for plaster-to-plaster re
pairs, but also for bonding gypsum base 
coats or Portland-cement finish coats to 
concrete base coats.

Epoxy-based bonding agents come in 
many formulations for new construc
tion, such as for bonding concrete to 
steel. In residential-scale work, howev
er, they are used most often for concrete 
repairs: reattaching chips or spalls or 
Dutchmen, as examples, or re-joining 
or stabilizing cracked window sills or 
stair steps.

Sometimes marketed 
as cements, contact 
adhesives are typically 
rubber-based products 

(usually manmade neoprene) called 
upon for bonding non-porous materials 
such as plastic, rubber, glass, and met
al— projects where adhesives that go 
on wet won’t work. Water-based glues, 
for example, have no way for moisture 
to escape once the non-porous parts are 
assembled, especially when the surfaces 
are as large as, say, a kitchen counter- 
top. Contact adhesives circumvent this 
problem because they are allowed to dry 
before the parts are assembled.

In use, the first step is to coat both the 
mating materials with contact adhesive, 
and then let them air-dry separately 
for 15 to 20 minutes. Since the adhesive 
bonds to itself, at this point it will not be 
sticky; but the minute the mating mate
rials are brought into contact, they will

Gordon Bock, co-author of I'he Vintage 
House (vwtagebousebook.com) lists up
coming seminars, workshops, and keynote 
addresses at gordonbock.com

Now, your wrought 
fencing, railing and 
gates can be handsome, 
historic and built to last.

^ Our metals and coatings are 
^1.1l chosen first for their endurance.

All Estate Collection gates, railing and fencing arc con.structed strong aluminum 
alloys, powder-coated with aduraNe layer designed to withstand punishing weather luid 
the efl^ts of time—condition.s that cause ordinary metals to rust, corrode and crumble.

The Estate Collection by Lltra Aluminum M%. is crafted on a scries trfCNC machines 
designed by European black.'anith.s to twist and turn the metal into intricate designs and 
!^apes that far exceed the light-weight aluminum fencing you see at local lumber yards and 
home center stores.

llie treatment of the metal can replicate all the nuances and fine scrollwork we ft)und 
in the iron fencing that was hand-hammered k>ng ago. plus a few new twias. There i.s 
\irtually no limit K) the composition and construaion of the gate or fence. 
Visitwww.ultrafencc.com for details.

c^i

Gates, Railing Fence
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STUFF HU HDHE INSPecroK SCREWED UP

THE FIX

u Damage extends so far,we left well enough alone! 99
i Let’s address the inspector's liability.
■ Certified home inspectors are respon

sible for examining a house from top to 
bottom, looking for and identifying any 
problems with the roof, foundation, and 
mechanical systems including plumbing, 
electrical, and heating. He or she essen
tially looks for obvious flaws, like a leak
ing faucet or an HVAC system that will 
need to be replaced in less than a year.

All of these findings end up in an 
inspection report that the buyer can use 
to negotiate with the seller for repairs 
or compensation (i.e., a reduction in 
the agreed-upon price equivalent to the 
anticipated cost of the repair).

If the inspector overlooks something 
obvious, he or she may be liable for the 
cost of repair or replacement. That may 
be hard to prove, however. If an area is 
inaccessible—like the crawl space under 
your front door—there is likely to be 
language in the inspection contract that 
specifically excludes inspecting such 
areas. In addition, most home inspection 
contracts include language that limits 
the inspector’s overall liability to a set 
amount, sometimes only to the cost of 
the inspection. That could be as little as a 
few hundred dollars.

Even if there is no liability clause, you 
may have difficulty proving the inspector 
was at fault, according to Ken LaMance, 
an attorney and managing editor for Le
gal Match llegalmatch.com). An inspector 
cannot see through walls, for example, 
and is specifically prohibited from open
ing up walls or structural supports to 
look for damage. If you think you have 
a case, though, contact an experienced 
property lawyer for an assessment. Be 
aware, however, that the cost of litigation 
may be more than the repair itself.

The bottom line: a home inspection 
is primarily a negotiating tool between 
buyer and seller, not a warranty. Before 
you wring your hands over not having pur
chased a warranty (basic ones cost $350 
to $500 for a year’s coverage), most of 
those cover only mechanical systems and 
appliances, not structural repairs. Your 
best bet may be to see if the damage is 
covered by your homeowner’s insurance.

During work to add a small entry porch to our 1923 
Colonial Revival, our contractor discovered that the sill 

under the doorway was completely rotted, which had started 
with termite damage. The termites are no longer active, but 
damage extends so far into the house that we decided to leave 
well enough alone (just repairing a damaged joist and then 
closing up). We bought the house only a year ago, and the 
home inspector did not find this problem. (I was hoping he’d 
take some liability for the repairs.) —Anna Helm

i
Share Tour Story!
What have you, your spouse, pet, contractor, previous owner (you 
get the picture) screwed up? Email us at lviator@aimmedia.com.
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LIGHTING WORKS
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>PKeep the fharm alive and recapture the glow of tlie 
past with the quality and selection of the present.

These rich colors are thoughtfully selected for the 
careful restorotion of historical architecture, 

furniture and projects.

9^

o U)
P.O. BOX 469

251 S. PENNSYLVANIA AVE 
CENTRE Hall, pa 16828 

814^364-9577
Okie Century Colors (Canada) 
Mlinira. Oiitaiio Canada h5U 2C7

Olde Century Colors, Inc.
54020 Aiulrcws Avc., Hnw Carlisle. IFi 465.52

800-222-3092
Dcalcis welcome. For more inloiinalion: WWW.oldCCCntUryCOlorS.COITl

866-789-7087
VLWORKS.COM

V For FREE mformationgo to w>vw.oSdhouseonline.com/lit▼ For FREE information gotowww.otdhouseonline.cofn/tH:

AMfRICAN RESIORAIION TILE
MANUFACTURER OF CUSTOM HISTORICAL TILE

1" HEXAGON I 3/4" SQUARE 
SUBWAY TILES | BASKETWEAVE 

SPIRAL I ALL OTHER HISTORICAL SIZES

{501} 455-1000 
WWW.RESTORATIONTILE.COM
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getting it done
1. STRIP THE PAINT
If you have heavy paint buildup or
you want a natural finish, strip the
door and salvaged wood. Laudati
used a heat gun on the door laid
over sawhorses. He followed with
liquid chemical stripper, covered
with plastic to keep it wet for
several hours, which removed the
residue. Next came elbow grease:
putty knife, coarse and then fine
steel wool, finally a wipe-down with
denatured alcohol. Remember to
use a respirator even with ventila
tion. eye protection, and gloves.

THE COST
2. PREP THE WALLheat gun $90

Over the wainscot, a width ofpaint stripper $30

moulding was removed and apaint Iqt.l $15

shallow ledge nailed to the uppersmall mirrors $35
edge of the wainscot as a rest forhooks $40+
the old door. The mirrored doormisc. trim $35
was affixed with wood screws and 
expanding anchors, as the original 
gypsum block walls had no studs to 
screw into. In this project, flanking 
mirrors are glued to boards that 
were then attached to the wall with 
adhesive and further secured with 
trim. Mouldings and flat boards 
re-create the look of recessed 
panels in the style of the existing 
woodwork. Trim design will vary for 
other projects, where the bottom 
corbel might be replaced by brack
ets—or a bench seat or shelf.

TOTAL $245+

Hall Tree from Scraps
A little imagination kept an old interior door with a full-length 
beveled mirror from going to waste. By Brian 0. Coleman

New York “building cosmetologist” 
Michael Laudati was in the midst of 

a renovation that would combine two tiny 
apartments into a single unit. He wanted 
the result to look seamless—like this larger 
apartment had always been in the prewar 
(1912) building. After he removed a closet, 
he considered where he might reuse the 
original interior door with its intact, bev
eled mirror. Walking it around the place, 
he tried it over the knee-high wainscot in

the reception hall—and realized it could be 
part of a hallstand.

His version uses the original mirror 
and smaller, flanking ones cut to size 
from old mirror glass and glued onto V2" 
boards. New mirrors might be substi
tuted. Michael also had trim salvaged 
from elsewhere in the apartment, and 
he found an old wood corbel to anchor 
the bottom. But similar millwork is easy 
enough to find.

3. PRIME AND PAINT
Primer and finish paint were ap
plied in place; semi-gloss trim is 

’Dune White’ by Benjamin Moore. 
Cast-iron valet hooks came from a 
local secondhand store.

i
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I
HALL-TREE HOOKS
The cost estimate left assumes two 
larger hooks at about $10 and two 
smaller hooks around $7. But oh the 
selection! You’ll find so many hooks, 
in different materials and styles, both 
antique and reproduction, e-Bay and 
Etsy turned up more than 200 antique 
hooks for sale, on a recent search. 
Check the condition; avoid those with 
paint buildup or heavy rust. Here are 
some I've used at home:

b]
I

I

3

V

Largest Manufacturer and Distributor of Forged Builder's Hardware in the US
Door Hardware | Born Hardware | Cobinet Hardwore [ Shutter Hardware
Grilles & Grates | Bath Hardware | Ceramic Hardware | Nails | Rodiant Boseboords

kJRejuvenation’s Mission Iron Hall Tree 
Hook looks great in bathrooms, too.
rejuvenation.com

Acornmfg.com 508-339-4500

House of Antique Hardware’s forged 
brass hooks feature Lancaster rosettes 
that slip over and hide the mounting.
houseofantiquehardware.com

V
Paxton Hardware has a good selec
tion of fancy brass and cast iron hooks. 
Check out the back-mounted double 
iron hook with a grinning face at center.
paxtonhardware.com
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DO THIS. NOT THAT

Preparation for Filler or Epoxy
Nicks, scars, nail holes, rotted out wood... if you’re an old-house owner, then you’ve seen them all. 
Our first impulse is to reach for the wood filler to cover over the defect. But just as you would not 
begin painting without proper prep—the all-important scraping, sanding, and washing—here, 
too, you must prepare for fillers. This will promote adhesion of filler products to ensure a long
term repair. Most wood fillers are manufactured to be used in either small defects or large voids. 
There’s a difference between filling a screw hole and a io"-long area that rotted away in a window 
sill. One-part fillers used right from the container are perfect for small holes, while two-part fillers 
(epoxies) are necessary for large defects. The larger and older the hole, the more likely it is to be 
filled with dirt, debris, old paint, and fibers or fungus. By Ray Tschoepe
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WRONG WAY
DON’T JUST COVER IT UP
Whether you are filling a hole large or small, it's 
never good practice to just scoop a blob of filler onto 
your putty knife and push it into the wood. The hole 
likely holds lots of loose material, and sometimes 
flaking paint. If you don't remove debris and punky 
wood from the holes, even the best fillers will fail, as 
they'll have little sound surface with which to bond.

DIGOUT AND PRETREAT
Use scrapers, wire brushes, and needle probes to 
scour the depths of all openings. Free up any loose or 
friable (crumbly) pieces of wood, paint, dirt, etc. If you 
have "canned air" available (the little canister nor
mally used for cleaning electronics), use it to further 
disrupt impacted soil. Follow up with a careful and 
thorough vacuuming. Then pretreat as recommended 
for the state of the wood and the filler product you're 
using. For epoxies, this often means treatment with 
consolidants or adhesion enhancers to further in
crease the bond of the filler to the old wood.
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NEW HAND PAINTED FINISHES
CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL CO.

8212 BRAEWICK DRIVE • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77074

713/721-9200
Tinman, com

▼ For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lit ▼ For FREE information gotowww.oldhouseonline.com/lit
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ABR’s WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner is a temporary 
cleaning coating designed to remove dirt, soot, and 
contaminants, trapping them within the coating for 
easy collection and disposal. This removable mask 
requires NO WATER in its application or removal.

Applies like a Uiick paint - Allow to dry - Peel dirt and coating oft

fillTTFR SVSTKMS f. I.r
7

Copper. Aluminum a gauvalume 
Half Round Gutters

Ship up to 26' Nationally 
32 STYLES of cast FASCIA & DOWNSPOUT BRACKETS 

ROOF MOUNT OPTIONS AVAILABLE

PHONE:(269) 665-2700 FAX : (269) 665-1234

.T7‘800-346-7532 www.abrp.com

American Building Restoration Products, Inc.
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ASKOLD HOUSE JOURNAL Ask us at ppoore@aimmedia.com.

a- We just bought a 1928 center- 
hall American Foursquare- 

type house that the realtor called 
a “Sears model.” How would we 
research that? —Mike, via email

Houses ordered by mail were big business in the first quarter 
0 of the 20th century and even up to the Second World War,
^ when companies like Sears, Aladdin Homes, Gordon Van Tine, 

and Montgomery Ward sold kit homes by the railcar-load. 
Between 1908 and 1940, Sears alone sold up to 100,000 house kits to homeown
ers across the country, with 370 designs including bungalows. Foursquares and 
Prairie-style homes, Colonials, Cape Cods, and Tudors. It has become very cool to 
have a Sears house. So your agent may have meant that yours is a Sears kit home, 
or a kit home from another company, or that it dates from the kit-home era, or that 
it just looks like a popular kit-home model.

Research has three prongs: clues in the house, local records, and reference 
materials online or in print. In the house, look for stamps on exposed beams, 
shipping labels on the back of trim pieces, and Sears-specific architectural details. 
At the courthouse, look for building permits and mortgage releases. (From 1911 to 
1933. Sears offered mortgages along with kits.) In documentary records, look for 
similarities in fagade, floor plan, and dimensions. Start with searsarchives.com, the 
company’s own archive. (Note: Sales records were destroyed.) Also see Rosemary 
Thornton’s site: searshomes.org

A few books are available used or vintage through Amazon and dealers. Houses 
By Mail: A Guide to Houses from Sears, Roebuck and Company, by Katherine Cole 
Stevenson and H. Ward Jandl (1986), includes not only the original plans for most 
of the homes, but also sketches to indicate proposed exterior (and, sometimes, fur
nished interior) appearance. The Houses That Sears Built; Everything You Ever Wanted 
To Know About Sears Catalog Homes, by Rosemary Thornton (2002), contains rare 
catalog pictures of some “lost” Sears houses. Finding the Houses that Sears Built, also 
by Thornton (2004), catalogs 
the 60 most popular designs 
and how to identify them.

Sears kits were of high 
quality and very complete.
The buyer received framing 
members, all exterior and inte
rior trim, flooring, windows, 
plumbing fixtures, maybe 750 
pounds of nails, blueprints, 
and building manuals. About 
half of the kit homes were 
built by homeowners (and 
friends), the other half by 
contractors. —Patricia Poore

q/4

A brick-like backsplash behind the stove, in a 
country kitchen by Timeless Kitchen Cabinetry.

• I would like to know the 
material (and manufac

turer) for the stove backsplash 
shown in the article “Tucking 
Away Anachronisms,” in the 
September 2015 issue of OHJ. 
I’ve been looking a long time 
for something like this to use 
in our Maine kitchen.
—Leslie Chatterton, Maine

^ That kitchen in an old Quaker 
• house on Nantucket is by Kevin 

Ritter of Timeless Kitchen Cabinetry 
(tkcabinetry.com). He usually speci
fies Inglenook custom-order thin brick 
tiles for floors and backsplashes. Note 
how the backsplash shown has a brick 
texture and face, but that the bricks are 
very regular, and sealed with a matte 
finish--much easier to maintain over a 
stove than rough bricks. The tiles are 
applied one at a time; shown is a classic 
herringbone pattern. See more at 
inglenooktile.com

Several ceramic-tile manufacturers 
have brick-shaped and -colored tiles for 
a similar look and flat surface. You can 
probably find examples at your local 
tile or kitchen showroom.

You can also buy actual, real, 
reclaimed brick, but thin and applied 
as a veneer. Here is one place to look: 
brickit.com

I’d love to see photos of your finished 
project! —Patricia Poore

qA

SIX ROOMS
AND BATH

c

Vlt«< Os, mThe Atnericits

Sears 'Americus' model, 1928 >
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PRESERWriON 
Products, inc.

Call
800-553-0523

Protecting America's heritage, 
one landmark at a time.
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ACRYMAX. COATING SYSTEMS
RESTORE METAL ROOFS

(also great for other types of roofs)

pres ervationproducts. com
▼ For FREE mformalion 50 to www.oldhouseonlme.com/tjt

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
CONSERVE, RESTORE, AND REVITALIZE 
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT.
Study restoration design, materials conservation, 
architectural history, preservation planning, and more.

Learn more at saic.edu/mshp

APPLY NOW
saic.edu/gradapp

.j

GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
800.232.7242 | 312.629.6100 
gradmi55@5aic.edu

School of the Art Institute
of Chicago
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Your
IInstalled home isI

one-of-a-
kind.To be

yourSave Your Historic Windows wii 
High-Tech Interior Storm Windo lighting

should
10 Minute Install/10 Seconds In /10 Seconds be too.
Innerglass Window SystemSf LLi

The Compression-Fi( Advantagi

stormwindows.com • 800.743.6207 www.lanternland.com 855 454 5200 AS DISTINCTIVE AS vi IR HOME
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The amazing decorating possibilities of 

the only unbroken plane in the room, from 
a subtle tint to Victorian paper pastiche, 

then to ornamental restraint between 
Arts & Crafts beams. By Patricia Poore
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Old houses may once have had decorated 
ceilings, but most of those have been 
painted over. Standard today is flat dry- 
wall painted (what else?) ‘Ceiling White’. 
For a cohesive scheme, especially one 
grounded in history, don’t overlook the 
ceiling. Any treatment it’s given will stay 
relatively pristine in these days of smoke
less heating.

Throughout decorating history, even 
residential ceilings were embellished with 
color, striping, cast-plaster ornaments, 
comer fans, borders, specialty papers, 
and murals. Stencils appeared early on, 
but the late 19th-century Victorian era 
was the heyday of the embellished ceiling. 
Faced with ceiling heights of 9' or more on 
the main floor, decorators always consid
ered the ceiling along vrith the walls. At 
its simplest, the ceiling may have been 
painted white tinted with a bit of the wall 
color, with a stripe around the perimeter, 
and maybe tiny comer fans. In general, 
the higher the ceiling, the more elaborate 
the decoration. Full embellishment would 
include a border or two, corner treatments, 
a center rosette, and a field—done in paper, 
freehand painting, stenciled decoration, or 
a combination of those.

The ceiling was still important between 
1901 and 1945. Public rooms, particularly 
in Arts & Crafts and English Tudor hous
es, often had beams—stenciled or with 
chamfers picked out in color. The spaces 
between beams might be treated with soft 
color, a burlap paper, or a border stencil. 
In other fine rooms, the ceiling treatment 
played off the frieze, picking up its colors 
or repeating a motif. Complementary 
ceiling fill papers were light in tone and 
favored “natural” hues, such as limestone 
and sand colors accented with eggplant, 
earthy amber, and a soft olive green.

Ceiling Talk
FRIEZE A decora
tive horizontal band 
along the upper part 
of a wall, or the design 
intended for that space.

MEDALLION Circular, 
oval, or square relief 
embellishment, most 
often in plaster, at the 
center of the ceiling, often 
surrounding the canopy 
of a hanging light fixture. 
When round and petal
like. also called a rosette.

BORDER A band of orna
ment; in the domestic 
interior, usually 9" or less.

CORNER FAN Ornamental 
design, usually in the form 
of a quarter circle, bridging 
the right angles of an inter
section or corner.BOX BEAM A 'faux" deco

rative beam built up from 
boards joined together to 
form a shell, as opposed 
to a solid structural beam. 
Electrical lines were 
sometimes run in the box
es for beam lights. Mul
tiple intersecting beams 
create a coffered effect.

COVE A concave moulding 
or curved surface [as in 
plaster) forming a junction 
between walls and ceiling.

CROWN DECORATION
An encircling band of 
ornament that unites 
wall and ceiling as one 
decorative whole. Usu
ally includes the picture 
rail, frieze, cornice, and 
enrichment bands.

CORNICE The moulding, 
usually made of plaster or 
wood, at the top of the wall 
just below the ceiling.

CHAMFER On a ceil
ing beam, an edge that 
has been beveled or 
angled off. usually at 
45 degrees, lending a 
more finished look.

PICTURE RAIL A moulding 
(often 18" below the cor
nice] from which framed 
pictures could be sus
pended without damaging 
the wall surface. The area 
above the rail might be 
treated as part of the wall 
or part of the ceiling in 
its decoration.

ENRICHMENT A pattern, 
often a small geometric, 
richer in coloring than 
normally used on a full 
wall. May be used as a 
dado, in wall panels, in 
the cove, or as filling in 
ceiling designs.

FILL(ING) The main por
tion of a wall between 
the dado and frieze.
Also, any ceiling por
tion within borders.

COFFER A sunken panel; 
a coffered ceiling is one 
with a grid of sunken and 
raised areas, whether 
in plaster, stone, or 
wood. Once offering 
structure with reduced 
weight, it is now gener
ally a decorative device.

POLYCHROME To decorate 
in many or various colors, 
from the Greek words for 
multiple and color.

STENCIL Repeating 
ornament applied in paint 
through a design cut out 
of a template. Multi-color 
designs require multiple 
stencils (templates).

£
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A Color Trick
>■-<!>Not up for a decorated ceiling, but 

neither do you want the modern look 
of stark white? Try adding some of 

your wall color to Decorator or Ceil
ing White. Depending on the paints 
shade and the look desired, try a 

half-cup to a quart of wall color per 
gallon of white. The effect is almost 
guaranteed to be harmonious, and 
not so harsh. Others prefer to use a 
just barely off-white tint of peach on 
ceilings. It reads as white but warms 

rooms and flatters complexions.

)
-V

Orname/U
Plaster ceiling medallions could be found in par
lors plain and opulent from the late 18th century
and through the Victorian era. (By the 1930s, they 
were very much out of favor.) Medallions changed 
style along with houses, featuring Greek anthemi- 
ons in the 1830s, Gothic trefoils in the 1850s, sun-

Common by the turn of the 20th 
century, headboard started out as an 
inexpensive and easily installed finish 
for informal rooms like kitchens, for 
porch ceilings, stables, and train stations. 
Beadboard (aka tongue-and-groove or car 
siding) was made from scraps of lumber 
milled with a thin ridge or tongue on one 
edge and a corresponding groove on the 
opposite. Depending on the wood species 
(commonly pine or fir), you may choose 
to stain and seal, or prime and paint your 
ceiling, or finish it with orange shellac— 
a wonderful look on fir.

After the First World War, European- 
influenced Romantic Revival house styles 
were built in the growing suburbs. Many 
walls and the occasional ceiling were 
troweled with rough or textured plaster, 
to give an impression of age. Ceilings were 
not universally monochromatic in this 
period (as they were in Colonial Revival 
homes before and after). In fact, there was 
a revival of ceiling decoration for Spanish 
Revival and Beaux Arts homes. Wood cof
fers, colored stains, painted decoration, 
and stenciling on or between beams were 
all popular treatments. Tudor Revival 
houses had ceilings with heavy beams, 
or with “Jacobean” plaster featuring 
intricate strapwork.

Now shape took precedence over 
decoration. There was a vogue for coved 
ceilings for houses in neoclassical, Tudor, 
and Spanish styles. A concave arc of 
plaster formed a transition between the 
wall and the ceiling plane, with no right

flowers in the 1880s. Fretwork, acanthus leaves.
and rosettes were perennial favorites. The medal
lion was sized according to the breadth and height 
of the room. It would be painted to complement a 
polychromed room. It often disguised a chande
lier hook, a gas line or electrical box. sometimes 
even an air duct. Although lighter-weight molded 
plastic medallions are available today (some quite 
nice, others not so), you can still buy real cast- 
plaster medallions in many styles.

ABOVE: An unusual, squared. 
Gothic Revival medallion 
celebrates a gaslight-era 
chandelier at the 1851 Campbell 
House Museum in St. Louis.

oMore Online
Learn how to decorate with ceiling medallions at oldhouseonline.com/ 
how-to-decorate-with-ceiling-medalUons.

Metal Ceilings
Now prized on their own merit, so-called tin ceilings once stood in for more expen
sive plasterwork, and eventually got a bad name as a cover-up for failing plaster. But 
they came back big-time during the 1980s Victorian Revival and remain a versatile, 
affordable decorating option. Designs range from pebble texture and grids to diaper 
patterns, opulent Victorian cartouches, and Arts Deco geometries. The metal panels 
(tin-plated steel, galvanized steel, or brass or copper) are stamped in an embossing 
machine; they attach to plywood sheathing or wood furring strips. Components in
clude not just the field pattern, but also filler strips and cornice mouldings. The ceil
ing may be painted to look like plaster or polychromed (don’t go overboard: there's 
already a lot of pattern); brass or copper may be clear-coated for an industrial look. 
Today the classic patterns are also made in vinyl tiles; because these can be glued 
or stapled to an existing ceiling, they're good for low-ceilinged rooms or basements.

s

I

OPPOSITE: A tin ceiling with 
enrichments and a cornice 
crowns a Victorian Revival 
kitchen in San Francisco.
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angle. Decoratively, the cove might be 
treated as part of the ceiling or as part of 
the walls—each gave a different effect and 
altered the perceived height of the room. 
The cove might be ornamented with ap
plied plaster in a “wedding cake” manner, 
often with swags. A coffered ceiling, also 
popular in Txidor and Mediterranean 
Revival houses, is one divided into a grid 
of recessed square or octagonal panels; it’s 
also called a lacunar ceiling.

Modernism took hold after the Depres
sion; gone were cornices and mouldings, 
as plaster met plaster at an unembellished 
right angle. White ceilings, like the ones 
we grew up with, became the norm.

How Much 
Paper?
Most wallpaper single rolls 
cover about 30 square feet.
So here's how to calculate 
the number of rolls you need: 
Multiple the width [in feet) of 
the ceiling, or of the center 
portion if you're using mul
tiple papers, by its length, and 
divide the sum by 30. Always 
round up. If you have a lot of 
irregularities—chimneybreast, 
window bays—add 10-15 
percent to allow for waste. 
Borders are measured and 
sold by the linear foot.

FIGURE 1

Using borders in ceiling design either can play up or disguise room irregularities or 
asymmetry. The most common Victorian-era ceiling layout has the border run so as 
to avoid, say. the chimneybreast, and instead create a regular geometry. iFig. 1) The 
space between the border and cornice might be filled with paint or pinstripes, a wall
paper enrichment, or a stencil. The resulting center panel may be (typically) rectangu
lar, or square or even polygonal. The center is treated in paint, paper, or stenciling.
A ceiling in a very large, formal room may be subdivided into geometric sections.

A second approach seeks not to minimize irregularity, but instead to call attention 
to features by running borders that faithfully follow all the turns of the walls, resulting 
in an irregular central space in the room. (Fig. 2) Companies selling Victorian Revival 
wallpaper will help you with your design.

FIGURE 2

Does It Peel No 
Matter What?

Then calcimine (kalsomine, distem
per) probably remains—this early 
finish was meant to be washed off 

before it was reapplied. Calcimine on 
plaster causes subsequent oil or latex 

paints to fail. The only answer is to 
hand-scrape off all the paint [taking 
precautions against lead), then scrub 

with a sudsy solution of water and 
detergent (Spic'n'Span, TSP, or strong 
dishwashing liquid). Scrub and squee

gee. then rinse with clean water. As 
it dries, rub it with a dark cloth. If 

you see any "chalk," keep scrubbing. 
Prime with an oil or alkyd primer.

i

OPPOSITE: In a Brooklyn row house, the dining room has a Moorish Revival ceiling with exotic stenciling. 
ABOVE FROM LEFT: This re-creation of a parlor ceiling was done with stencils and freehand painting. In a 
new Arts & Crafts house, artist-owners painted Japanese maples over metal leaf given an oxidized finish.
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VINTAGE VISION

/rsffi Artistic Home Decoration / ca. 1920
Colonial Revival and Art Deco furnishings harmonize in a serene 1920s bedroom.

Chests of drawers 
topped with small 
boxes for jewelry 
or accessories 
first showed up 
in the mid-19th 
century. Brookline 
dressing chest 
and mirror (search 
online), durham 
furnitures.com

A complementary paint scheme of 
three colors (cafe au lait walls, ivory 
panels, light blue crown moulding] 
helps define the wall treatment and 
tie in the soft furnishings. Coffee
house Ochre, Ludwell White, and 
Palace Pearl paint, from $38/gallon, 
benjaminmoore.com

The rug's geometric 
pattern hints at the 
burgeoning Arts & 
Crafts and Art Deco 
styles of the time. 
The Ginkgo rug,
8'X 10'is $3,280, 
persiancarpet.com

For an authentic Art Deco-style bed 
frame, search online auctions and 
estate sales; this vintage walnut bed 
sold for $1,475 at harpgallery.com.

Simplified versions of colonial-era 
paneled walls were popular during 
this period, often created using 
small mouldings.

oMore Online sa

Learn how to make your own at
oldhouseonline.com/create-
wall-panels.
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KITCHENS + BATHS

Comfy Details in a Cottage Bath
English Arts & Crafts wallpaper and a painted wood wainscot create 
an informal room with style that bridges eras. By Patricia Poore
The old Shingle-style house in East Hampton, Long Island, was 
built in 1907 with elements both classical and Arts & Crafts.
Before restoration, the large house had just two bathrooms, one 
original and another added during a renovation in the 1920s. The 
family was very clear that they did not want to lose the history 
and informality of the house; those existing bathrooms were 
restored. Under the direction of interior designer Rick Esposito, 
new bathrooms were added in the style of the 1920s. Esposito 
explains that bathrooms of that later period had more amenities 
and thus are more compatible with life today. As an example, he 
explains that a 1907 bathroom would have had separate hot and 
cold taps; by the 1920s, mixer faucets were not uncommon.

The powder room shown is in an addition. Its mood is infor
mal, a mix of cottage style and Arts & Crafts leanings. (Adjacent 
rooms are done in Arts & Crafts style.) Note how the window 
trim, as in the original house, has a bungalow-era look but with 
more classical moulding profiles. The commodious pedestal 
sink, a vintage piece, is central. Wainscoting and trim were 
copied from the remaining 1907 bathroom. The dark green floor 
tiles are distinctly Arts & Crafts; owl and rabbit motifs decorate 
a few tiles. For this more public room located downstairs, white 
tiles might have looked too clinical. Antique, hammered-copper 
sconces flank the recessed medicine cabinet that was designed 
for the room.

f'

BE INSPIRED

TP BEAUTY
Urban Archaeology's Victorian Toilet 
Paper Holder has an Art Nouveau style 
that complements the twining wallpaper. 
Polished Brass $135; Polished Nickel 
$165; eight custom finishes $165-$205, 
urbanarchaeology.com

ARFTUL FLOOR TILE
Motawi makes field tile and decos in 
many sizes. Shown are Stag and Dog 
from the Art Tile collection. Tiles come in 
many glaze colors, including 8 greens.
3" X 3" decos. $18 apiece, motawi.com

SCONCES
With its square backplate and specialty 
finish. Brass Light Gallery's Morris One 
Light Straight Arm Sconce is an Arts 
& Crafts offering in a world of Colonial 
Revival electric candles. Available in 15 
metal finishes; try a silk shade in Bisque, 
Flaxen, or Ginger rather than white. 
Fixture $320, newclassicsbrasslight.com

BRAMBLE PAPER
Just as sweet is ‘Essex Rose', designed 
in 1906 by C.F.A. Voysey. Look for his sig
nature heart motif amidst the brambles. 
Reproduced today by Trustworth Studios, 
trustworthstudios.com

ASIMILARSINK
That vintage sink has a squat column and 
oversize top; similar models show up in 
salvage shops. The Vintage Pedestal, 
37%" wide, has remaining stock on sale 
for $439, restorationhardware.com

A TRAIN RACK
Modeled after those in old passenger 
cars, Van Dyke's Small Train Rack Shelf 
is scaled down. Solid brass in brass or 
nickel finish, 28yA" wide with a 12" 
projection. $199.99, vandykes.com

&
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3. ARTS & CRAFTS TILES
Dark-body matte or unglazed 
tiles lend a more furnished 
look than do white tile hexes. 
With a border or with deco 
tiles interspersed in the field, 
the practical floor becomes 
an artisan's work of art.

4. FINISHING TOUCHES
A vintage pedestal sink, a 
reproduction toilet (‘Oxford’ 
from St. Thomas Creations), 
and carefully chosen 
accessories add to the period 
look. The hammered-copper 
sconces are antique.

1. WALLPAPER'S APPEAL
Wallpaper in the bath is 
no problem with modern 
ventilation. A Morris & Co. 
design introduces whimsy and 
color, setting a cottage mood. 
Note: Morris 'Blackberry' is 

not currently in production.

2. BEADED BOARD
Beadboard for walls and 
ceilings was a standard finish 
in service areas and summer 
homes. Based on an original 
1907 wainscot in the house, 
this one is nicely trimmed at 
base and rail.
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FAVORITE THINGS

For The Kids
No need to rely on cartoons or blockbusters: 
Cultivate your kids’ aesthetic sense with 
furnishings stylish and practical. By Mary EUen Poison

F*1. PINK ELEPHANT
Designed by Charles and Ray Eames 
in 1945, the Eames Elephant comes 
in a plastic version from Vitra that's 
ideal as a chair, toy, or accent piece. 
It measures 31 ” long x 16V2'' high. 
$330. Design Public, 1800) 506-6541, 
designpublic.com

2. SET SAIL
Made by guild craftsmen in the 
English Cotswolds, the nautically 
inspired St. Ives Collection is an 
heirloom-quality piece. The toy box 
comes in a choice of eco-friendly 
paints. About $1,200. Mary Gannon 
Design. +44 (0) 20-7823-3355, 
marygannondesign.co.uk

I

3. BABY STRIPES
The Baby Trapper blanket alternates 
stripes of pink, blue, violet, and mo
cha on a bone ground. The 100 per
cent merino wool blanket measures 
45" X 45" and is finished with a serged 
edge. $115. Faribault Woolen Mill, 
(507) 412-5510, faribaultmill.com

4. LAMBZY& DRAGONFLY
Outfit a child's room in Arts & Crafts- 
inspired Amelia Harper fabrics. In 
preshrunk cotton poplin, they include 
Lambzies and Dragonfly. $16.75 per 
yard through modernyardage.com. 
Cindy Lindgren Textiles, (612) 929- 
0657, cindylindgren.com

5. LITTLE DREAMER
With its slat-spindle head- and 
footboards, this youth bed is a Arts 
& Crafts classic. The twin size mea
sures 41" high x 46" wide x 84" long. 
It can stand solo or be configured as 
a bunk bed by adding a second twin 
and the bunk-bed kit. $995 and up. 
Stickley, (315) 682-5500, stickley.com
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Serial restorer Mary Ellen Poison is known 
for her discerning eye for period furnishings.

6. BUNNY HOP
Based on an earlier lace panel design 
by Laura Wilder, Dedham features 
bunnies and carrots along the border. 
It comes in a 33" width, in lengths 
from 54" to 72". Custom hemming 
available. $89-$129. Cooper Lace. 
(866) 447-8055, cooperlace.com

7. A STEP UP
Help your child reach the sink or a 
bookshelf with the Scandinavian- 
inspired Lillekrakk. The name comes 
from the Norwegian and Danish 
words for "little stool." It measures 
18%" long X 11Vz" wide x 14" high. 
$394. Lillekrakk. (575) 770-5355, 
lillekrakk.com

8. ROCKIN’WICKER
The Victorian child’s Millie rocker 
from Yesteryear Wicker is an antique 
reproduction sized for a little boy or 
girl. Also available in a brown wash, 
it measures 28" high x 18" wide x 28" 
deep. $169.95. Yesteryear Wicker, 
(8001 597-7061, yesteryearwicker.com

9. WASH BEFORE DINNER
There’s enough room for two pairs 
of small hands at the wall-mounted 
Brockway lav sink. In cast iron with 
an acid-resistant enamel finish, 
it’s fitted with two Cannock faucets 
($253.75 each) and a matching soap 
dish ($39,951. $1,595.35. Kohler. (800) 
456-4537, kohler.com

10. STARRY NIGHT
Stars on the ceiling get a Victorian 
twist with Persian Star from the 
late Victorian Dresser I collection of 
wallpapers. The pattern repeat is a 
straight match. The paper is sold in 
single, 30-square foot rolls for $62 
per roll. Bradbury & Bradbury, (707) 
746-1900. bradbury.com
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THEY STILL MAKE...
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE

Allied Window, Inc.
The Culbertson Mansion cried out for 

Custom "Invisible" Storm lVmdow's®-with bent glass 
for the Queen Anne turret windows. Allied Window 
answered the call. Interior or exterior or applica
tions. custom colors, special shapes, and special 

glazing are all routine. Our abilities meet the 
needs of the professional in the field orthe home- 
owner-for the conventional to the extraordinary. 

800-445-5411; www.invisiblestorms.com 

For FREE information gotowww.oldhouseonline.com/lil

ABATRON, INC. - KRACK KOTE®
KRACK KOTE®, a flexible repair kit for drywall and 

plaster, makes invisible, permanent repairs to 
cracked walls and ceilings. It requires no sanding 
and can be applied and painted in under one hour. 

www.abatron.com

For FREE information go to www.oidhouseonUne.com/tif

Adelphi Paper Hangings
Makers of authentic, woodblock-printed 

wallpapers and borders. Full line of 
documented patterns circa 1750-1850. 

518-284-9066; www.adelphipaperhangings.com

American Building
Restoration Products, Inc.

Americana
Americana offers the entire DeVenco line of 
high quality, custom-manufactured window 

coverings, including Victorian and 
Plantation movable louver shutters, 

raised panel shutters. Colonial Wooden 
Blinds and old-fashioned wood 

roll-up Porch shades. 
800-269-5697; www.shutterblinds.com

ABR WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner'''” 
is a temporary cleaning coating designed to 

remove soot, dirt and grime from your 
fireplace. Apply, let it dry and peel the dirt away. 

The creamy, opaque color allows for an even 
and "easy to see" application. May be used on 
interior and exterior surfaces, and requires 

NO WATER in its application or removal.
800-346-7532; www.abrp.com

For FREE information go towww.oldhouseontrne.com/lrl

Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers
Our new collection of hand printed Japanese 

wallpapers are inspired by traditional 
patterns and design motifs seen in antique 

lacquerware. kimonos and decorative papers. 
Shown here: "Kazume" in Ebony. 

Samples available at www.bradbury.com

IM
Entry Door Mod* TransKfon 8cr**n Door Mod*

Bucks County Soapstone
Soapstone is a simple contributorto its 

environment never dominating the scene. 
This slant front hand-built sink is 

accessorized with our recessed and 
runnels combination drainboard, 

215-249-8181; www.BC5oapstone.com

Chelsea Decorative Metal Co.
Pressed tin for backsplashes, walls and 

ceilings. Art deco to Victorian styles that come 
in 3". 6", 12" and 24" repeat patterns.

New copper and hand painted 
finishes available.

713-721-9200; www.tinman.com

ForFREEinformationgQtowww.Qldhouseonline.com/lit

Christie's Wood and Glass
The Breeze! America’s answer to the Dutch Door.

The beauty of a handcrafted entry door.
The functions of both an entry and screen door. 

See the video and gallery. It's magic! 
Custom Entry way builders for over 35 years. 

www.entryways.com

For FREE information goto www.oldhouseonline.com/lit
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Colonialplankfloors.com
We Create Floors with Passion!

Our hand crafted plank floors are characterized 
by solid hardwood planks up to 13 feet long 

with amazing texture and beautiful hand 
rubbed finishes. Great choice for 

traditional American style. 
215-997-3390; www.colonialplankfloors.com

ForFREEinforrTialiangotowvvwoldhoLiseDrline.com/lit

The Color People
EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR 

For 30 years we have been making people’s 
dreams come true all over America with our 
famous mail order service. We create color 

schemes for every style and era of buildings, 
residential and commercial.

303-308-0220; www.colorpeople.com

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lit

Classic Gutter Systems, LLC
Classic Gutter Systems. LLC offers a complete 
half round gutter system in copper, aluminum 

and Galvalume including an extensive selection 
of cast fascia and downspout brackets and 

unique accessories. Ask us about our new custom 
radius gutter in half round and K-Style options. 

269-665-2700; www.classicgutters.com

For FREE information go to www.eldhouseonltna.com/lit

mn ':'L]

Coppa Woodworking, Inc.
High quality, custom made wood screen and 
storm doors. Over 300 designs, various wood 

types and finishes, made to any size.
Arch tops, dog doors, security doors, window 

screens and storm windows are also available. 
Made in the USA. Available direct, nationwide. 
310-548-4142; www.coppawoodworking.com 

For FREE information go towww.oldhouseonline.com/lit

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest 

quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. 
Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, 
Early American. Victorian, Transitional and 
Contemporary. Available direct nationwide. 

800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Craftsmanventcovers.com
A vast variety of heat vents, cold air returns, and 

baseboard registers. Cast iron, bronze, steel, 
aluminum, copper, and woods galore. Standard 

size and custom work our specialty! 
509-535-5098; www.craftsmanventcovers.com

For FREE mformatJOfi go to www.oldhouseonUne.com/lit

Fires of Tradition
Their collection of mantels, fronts and grates 

will assist you with recreating or restoring a turn 
of the century showpiece fireplace. They offer a 

range of solutions for wood, gas, or an innovative 
and exceptionally realistic “go anywhere" electric 
option. Expert advice on restoring older hearths.

(5191 770-0063; www.firesoftradition.com

For FREE information go towww.oLdhouseonline.com/lii

Energy Saving Products Ltd.
The Hi-Velocity System is a Small Duct Central 
Heating & Air Conditioning System, suitable for 
historic remodels, retrofits, new construction, 

recreational properties, and commercial applica
tions. Designed to fit where other systems cannot! 

www.hi-velocity.com 

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/Ut

EHeat.com
Envi Wall-Mounted Room Heater

Energy saving, ultra-safe, halthy, effective, 
silent, easy to install, stylish 

800-807-0107; www.eheat.com

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/Ut
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Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans 

Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts 
kitchen island, and lots more to make your 

country home complete. Direct from crafter. 
DeptOHJ 5/14 
866-856-2317;

www.garbers-craftedlighting.com 

For FREE information go to www.ol0hous8oriline.cofn/ltt

Historic Housefitters Co.
Authentic, hand-forged hardware, made in USA; 
iron thumblatches, mortise lock sets, H and HL 
hinges, strap hinges, hearth cooking tools, pot 
racks, fireplace equipment, hooks, towel bars, 
cabinet pulls and custom iron work. Brass and 

glass door knobs and lever sets. 
800-247-4111; www.historichousefitters.com 

For FREE information go to www.ddhouseonline.com/Iit

Fine Hand-Knotted Carpets
Our stock collections feature historically accurate 

period colors, which coordinate beautifully with 
antique and reproduction textiles and 

wallcoverings. We can also supply custom 
carpets to your specifications. 

800-939-1882 ; www.guildcraftcarpets.com

For FREE information gDtowww.oldhouseonline.com/Ut

House of Antique Hardware
Discover exquisite Victorian chandeliers, 

as well as lighting from Colonial to Mid-Century 
Modern, push button light switches, switch plates, 

and hardware for every room in your house. 
Call their friendly hardware specialists for 

help with your selection.
888-223-2545; www.HouseofAntiqueHardware.com 

For FREE information go to www.oldhouSBOnline.com/lit

Homespice Decor
Inspired rugs by passionate artists. 

Bring traditional warmth to your home. 
Ideal for your living room, bedroom or 

outdoors, our braided rugs come in 
all different colors and sizes. 

678-468-3022; www.homespice-com

For FREE information go to www.otdhouseoniine.com/lit

Indow Window Inserts
Window inserts that instantly block cold drafts, 

increase energy efficiency and hush outside noise. 
Award-winning design is easy to install and remove. 

Perfect for historic windows. 
503-822-3805; www.indowwindows.com

For FREE information go to www.oidhouseonline.com/lrt

Innerglass Window Systems
Custom glass interior storm windows for energy 

conservation and soundproofing. An interior 
storm that outperforms almost any replacement, 

yet maintains the integrity and beauty of your 
historic house. Invisible from the outside.

Perfect for screened porches, too- 
800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com 

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lit

JP Weaver
Designers and artisans of European-inspired 
architectural interior mouldings since 1914. 
Creators of the Petitsin collection of flexible 

resin interior architectural ornamental 
mouldings which can be painted. 

818-500-1740; jpweaver.com

For FREE informationgotowww.oldhouseorline.com/lit

J.S. Benson Woodworking & Design
Making the finest custom doors, windows and 

architectural millwork since 1978.
We manufacture beautiful products that 

deliver a 100+ year service life with exceptional 
environmental performance. 

802-398-2003; www.jsbenson.com

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.comAit
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Lanternland
Copper Lanterns & Outdoor Lighting Mason & Wolf

Hand-printed historic wallpapers, including 
coordinated borders, ornaments, and ceiling 
papers. Victorian, Arts & Crafts, and custom 
reproduction in period colors. Ideal for home 

restorations. They can help you create 
a custom room design.

732-866-0451; mason-wolf.com

For FREE information go towww.oldhDuseonline.com/Ut

Authentic early American. Colonial and Mission style 
high quality outdoor lighting. Solid copper and brass 

Maine craftsmen build cabinetry and relationships lanterns and lights handmade in USA. Custom orders
and reproductions welcome, easy online ordering, 

clear up-front pricing, trade discounts, free shipping, 
choice of finishes + glass, lifetime warranty. 

855-454-5200; www.lanternland.com

Kennebec Company

to last a lifetime. Furniture based design and 
construction in authentic architectural style 

produce rooms that fit your home and your life. 
207-443-2131; WWW.kennebeccompany.com

For FREE information go to www oldhouseontine.com/lit For FREE information goto www.oldhouseonlme.com/lit

Mission Tile West
Whether you are looking for stone, terra cotta, 

glass, or unique ceramics. Mission Tile West has 
it all in one of its three locations. Our in-house 

designers have the experience you are looking for 
to help turn your project into a dream come true, 

south pasadena • santa monies • costa mesa 
www.missiontilewesl.com 

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lit

Old House Guy Virtual Design Services
Virtual restorations, makeovers, and paint 

colors by e-mail. See a photo of your completed 
project to show your builder, to ensure you get 
what you want. Visit us online to learn more. 

732-455-9499; www.OldHouseGuy.com

For FREE information go to www.oldfiouseonline.com/Ut

Maurer & Shepherd Joyners, LLC
17th , 18th, & Early 19th Century Custom Millwork; 
Windows, Doors, & Entryways Raised Panel Walls 

Old Glass. Moldings, Wide Pine Flooring 
Beaded & Feather Edge Boards 

860-633-2383; www.TheCooperGroupCt.com
For FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/Ut

Osborne Wood Products
Accentuate your ceilings and walls with quality 
wood components from Osborne. Explore the 

intricate hand carved options of ceiling medallions 
and moldings, or choose from contemporary 

orshaker style crown.
800.849.8876; www.osbornewood.com 

For FREE information goto www.oldhouseonline.com/lit

Pacific Register Company
State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique 

registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, 
and other architectural products that are of supe
rior quality at the most competitive and affordable 

price. Made right here in the USA.
805-487-7900; www.pacificregisterco.com

For FREE informationgotowww.oldhouseonline.com/Ut

OverBoards
OverBoards offers heavy-duty, solid extruded 

aluminum covers for baseboard heat units. 
They're made to complement your home's 

classic architectural details. 
800-835-0121; www.go-overboard.com

For FREE information golowww.oldhouseonline.com/lit
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Primrose Distributing/
Olde Century Colors

Keep the charm alive and recapture the 
glow of the past with the quality and selection of 
the present. These colors are selected for the 

restoration of historic architecture, 
furniture and craft projects. 

800-222-3092; www.oldecenturycolors.com

Preservation Products Inc.
Acrymax Coatings

Preservation Products offers Acrymax® 
high-performance coating systems for a variety of 
demanding applications. Roof coatings, masonry 

coatings, rust inhibitive coalings, and general 
maintenance coatings.

800-553-0523; www.preservationproducts.com 

For FREE information go to vvww.oidhBuseontine.com/tit

Reggio Registers
Premium quality, cast iron, solid brass, alumi

num, and steel grilles. Historic and contemporary 
designs in the widest selection of sizes with quick 

shipping. Reggio’s grilles are hand-crafled in 
America and Guaranteed for Life. 

800-880-3090; www.reggioregister.com

ForFREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lit

SR5 Hardware
Get a breath of fresh air!

Our stainless steel Storm Stays 
close storm sash tight. eUminating 

drafts. During pleasant weather 
prop your storm open for 

ventilation!
Details at: srshardware.com

M
1

Runtal Electric Baseboard
Runtal unveils their new electric panel radiators. 

This revolutionary patent pending technology 
combines high outputs and low surface 

temperatures with the fine design and outstanding 
quality that one expects from Runtal. 

Available in 120, 208 or 240 volts in 100 colors. 
800-526-2621; www.runtalnorthamerica.com

for FREE information go to www.oldhouseonline.com/lit

Sila Heating and Air Conditioning
High velocity central air is designed for older 

homes that don’t have existing ductwork fortra- 
ditional forced air systems. Maintain your home's 
architectural integrity and year-round comfort 

with a high velocity system installed by Sila. 
888-491-9030; www.sila.com 

ForFREE information go lo www.oldhouseonline.com/lil ForFREE information B®lowww.olflhouseoTiliTt%.com/lrt

Timberlane, Inc.
Quality is what makes Timberlane 

the choice of architects, decorators, contractors, 
builders, renovators, and homeowners. Timberlane 
offers a near infinite number of options for standard 
shutters as well as fully custom solutions, and the 
largest collection of hand-forged, period-perfect 

shutter hardware available.
800-250-2221; www.timberlane.com 

For FREE information go lo www-Qfdhouseonfine.com/tif

Slickley
Stickley’s 2015 Collector Edition is the 

6us Woven Leather Bench, featuring a blend of 
rich leather, nail-head trim and pinned tenon 

construction. Available in solid quartersawn white 
oak or solid cherry, this bench will only 

be built in 2015. Sale price $999.
Visit Stickley.com.

Sylvan Brandt
We’ve been supplying antique flooring since 1960. 
Our flooring is either reclaimed from old houses 

or is sawn from vintage beams, and captures 
the natural beauty and patina from wood 

that may have been demolished. 
717-626-4520; www.sylvanbrandt.com

For FREE informationgotowww.oldNiuseonline.com/iit
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Vermont Soapstone
Since 1856 Vermont Soapstone has been crafting 

the finest custom soapstone countertops, 
sinks, floor tiles and home accents. Durable and 

timeless soapstone never stains or retains 
bacteria. Installation is available. 

800-284-5404; www.vermontsoapstone.com 

For FREE inlormation go to mww.oldhouseontine.com/lit

Ultra Aluminum Mfg., Inc.
Ultra Aluminum has created a new product 

line, the Ultra Estate Collection, manufacturing 
finely crafted gates, railing and fence with 
all the appeal of wrought iron, but none of 

the traditional maintenance. 
800-656-4420: www.ultrafence.com

For FREE information go to www.otdhouseoniine.com/tit

Touchstone Home Products
Tastefully hide your TV and preserve the historic 

look of your home. Wide selection of artisan 
designed, antique styled, pop up TV cabinets. 

888-462-7129; www.touchstonehomeproducts.com 

For FREE information go to www.otdhouseofiline.com/lit

SixWASilSJL"
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West System: 5ix10
A two-part thickened epoxy in a convenient 
cartridge. Use for permanent, waterproof, 

structural gap-filling and gluing. Works on wood, 
fiberglass, metals and masonry. 
Adhesive dispensed on-ratio with 

a standard caulking gun. 
www.westsystem.com

Ward Clapboard Mill
Vintage Hardware & Lighting

Huge selection. Many unique products. The per
fect choice for your vintage hardware and lighting 
needs. American and European designs spanning 

decades of history. We also do custom designs and 
sell antique fixtures and shades.

360-379-9030; www.vintagehardware.com

Fw FREE information go to www.otdhouseontine.com/lit

Authentically produced. 100-percent vertical- 
grain, early American spruce and pine clapboards. 

Their mills in Maine and Vermont continue to 
manufacture quality logs into quarter-sawn 
clapboards with the same methods workers 

used more than a hundred years ago. 
802-496-3581; wardclapboard.com 

For FREE information go to www.oldhousecinlme.com/lit

Wooden Radiator Cabinet Company 
The Perfect Cover-Up!

The Wooden Radiator Cabinet Company provides the 
finest custom-built cabinets in the country, turning 

eyesores into elegant and functional furniture.
We offer durable, elegant and affordable radiator 
and baseboard covers, PTAC, fan coil covers and 

bookcases from classic to contemporary. Just push 
them in place for an elegant cabinet or window seat. 

800-817-9110; woodenradiatorcabinet.com

For FREE mformalioogolowww.oldhouseonlirte.eom/lrt

W.F. Norman Corporation
Founded in 1898, W. F. Norman Corp. has the 
nation’s most complete collection of quality, 

hand pressed ceilings, cornices, moldings, and 
ornaments. Call today for our catalog or 

view our products online! 
800-641-4038; www.wfnorman.com

For FREE information go to www oldhouseonline.com/lit

Western Spindle
Specializing in custom and reproduction porch 
rail, spindles [balusters), and other millwork, 

especially for Victorian-style architecture. 
Available in premium exterior wood or 

high density polyurethane. 
388-459-9965; www.weslernspindle.com

For FREE information go to www.oldhouseontine.com/iit
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Free Information Guide
WANT FREE INFORMATION ON OLD HOUSE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?

Simply visit www.oldhouseonUne.com/lit to order your free information today!
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Voysey, Knox, Morris & Dearie;
F.L Wright & George Niedecken 
Custom Woven Interiors, LLC. 
kellymarshall.com Custom rugs in 
Scandinavian and Arts & Crafts de
signs Modern Bungalow modern 
bungalow.com Denver supplier of 
A&C rugs Nature’s Loom natures 
loom.com The Meadow collection 
includes Donegal designs by Morris 
& Voysey The Persian Carpet, Inc. 
persiancarpet.com Traditional, 
Southwestern, and Arts & Crafts 
reproduction carpets Stickley 
stickley.com English, Anglo-Indian 
& American Arts & Crafts designs 
Tiger Rug tigerrug.net Craftsman 
Co//ecf/on includes interpretive 
designs after Greene & Greene, 
Morris, Mackintosh. Stickley etal

THE DECORATED CEILING 
PAINT & PAPER 
Aesthetic Interiors aesthetic 
interiors.com Historic wallpapers 
and sets Bradbury & Bradbury 
bradbury.com A&C-era friezes and 
ceiling papers among their lines; 
also a faux gilded burlap ceiling 
treatment C.J. Hurley Century 
Arts cjhurley.com Design and 
painting of personalized walls and 
ceilings from an artist inspired by 
A&C, Mackintosh, and Nouveau 
design Mason & Wolf mason-wolf 
.com Handprinted histone wall
paper sets in Aesthetic Movement 
patterns Trimbelle River Studio 
and Design trimbelleriver.com 
Amy Miller offers stencils and sup
plies, all vintage designs of the 
A&C movement

PLASTER ORNAMENT 
Decorators Supply decorators 
supply.com Huge inventory of 
ornaments & mouldings in hand- 
cast plaster includes coffered and 
Old English ceilings Fypon fypon 
.com Decorative urethane millwork 
for interiors
embossed/tin

The American Tin Ceiling Co.
americantinceilings.com Unfin
ished and pre-finished tin panels, 
with several Deco-era patterns and 
a classic library design Ceilume 
ceilume.com Easily installed vinyl 
tiles for hard to finish rooms Chel
sea Decorative Metal thetinman 
.com Ceiling panels, fillers, and 
cornices in turn-of-century & Deco 
styles Classic Ceilings classic 
ceilings.com Plain. English & 
coffered designs among their 
tin ceiling pafferns; custom and 
antiqued finishes M-Boss Inc. 
mbossinc.com Vast selection of 
metal ceilings includes patterns 
from the A&C era Shanker Steel 
shanko.com Decorative metal 
walls and ceilings W.F. Norman 
wfnorman.com Stamped metal 
ceilings since 1898; many patterns 
and components in tin-plate, brass 
& copper, and galvanized steel

Related Resources 
ACP/Evoba Wood Ceilings
acpideas.com Wooden panel grids 
and beams to match woodwork, 
with multiple fastening systems 
Barron Design Company faux 
woodbeams.com Polyurethane 
beam systems and real wood 
beams from reclaimed woods 
Nantucket Beadboard beadboard 
.com Modern beaded-board 
systems, stock & custom Vintage 
Woodworks vintagewoodworks 
.com Several beadboard types; 
cornice mouldings

Related Resources 
SHAKER CABINETS 
Crown Point Cabinetry crown- 
point.com Custom cabinetry in 
Shaker and other period styles 
Kennebec Company kennebec 
company.com Custom cabinets 
in historical styles

GASLIGHTING
Victorian Lighting Works
vlworks.com Reproduction 
gaslight-era fixtures
SOAPSTONE/STONE for KITCHENS 
Bucks County Soapstone besoap 
stone.com Soapstone countertops 
& sinks Vermont Soapstone 
vermontsoapstone.com Custom 
cut soapstone sinks & counters
TRADITIONAL WALLPAPERS 
Adelphi Paper Hangings adelphi 
paperhangings.com Early Ameri
can & Colonial Revival block- 
printed wallpapers

LIVING IN A BUNGALOW 
p. 14 LIGHTING Tiffany 
reproductions, see also Century 
Studios centurystudios.com 
FURNITURE Antique

IS BLOCK PRINTS Yoshiko 
Yamamoto, Arts & Crafts Press 
artsandcraftspress.com DINING 
ROOM CHAIRS Antique Limbert 
DINING ROOM TABLE Antique 
PENDANT LIGHTS Schoolhouse 
Electric schoolhouseelectric.com

p. i6 ROOFING Berkshire’ Owens 
Corning owenscorning.com/ 
roofing RAIN CHAINS Rainchains 
.com rainchains.com PAINT 
Sherwin-Williams sherwin- 
williams.com

p. 17 KITCHEN APPLIANCES 
Heartland agamarvel.com/ 
heartland Elmira elmira 
stoveworks.com

p. i6 CARPET GuildCraft Carpets 
guildcraft.myshopify.com 
FIREPLACE TILE Antique Grueby 
See also similar deep green glaze 
from Motawi Tileworks motawi 
.com; Tile Restoration Center tile 
restorationcenter.com FURNITURE 
Hile Studio by Mission Concepts 
hilestudio.com LIGHTING William 
Morris Studio williammorris 
studio.com

>). 20 TABLE LAMP Quoizel quoizel 
.com TEXTILE 'Daisy' fabric by 
William Morris & Co., reproduced 
by Sanderson willam-morris 
.co.uk PAINT Benjamin Moore 
benjaminmoore.com 

p. 21 FURNITURE Stickley stickley 
.com TEXTILES Arts & Crafts 
Period Textiles textilestudio.com

Related Resources
textiles/rugs

Ann Wallace Prairie Textiles
annwallace.com A&C embroidered 
curtains, table runners & pillows 
GuildCraft Carpets guildcraft 
.myshopify.com Colorful carpets in 
Knox, Voysey & Prairie designs 
Persian Carpet persiancarpet 
.com British and American Arts 
& Crafts-style carpefs

1774 COLONIAL RESTORED 
CONTRACTOR
James M. Smith, East Greenbush, 
NY: 15181477-1143

MILLWORK
David Vadney Designs, Troy, NY: 
davidvadneydesigns.com

p. 21. WALLPAPER 'Lampas' from 
Great Estates Collection, Thibaut 
thibautdesign.com 

p. 38 PAINT Exterior '#925 Ivory 
White': Shutters 'Essex Green', 
Benjamin Moore benjaminmoore 
.com HARDSCAPE Chris Eaves, 
Cedar Ridge Landscaping, 
Schoharie, NY: (518) 295-6006 

• FURNITURE sofa, chinoiserie 
chest Stickley stickleyaudi.com 
WALLPAPER 'Oriental Collection’, 
Albert Van Luit & Co. avlwall 
paper.com PAINT 'Navaho White' 
in pearl, Benjamin Moore 
benjaminmoore.com 

p. 30 WALLPAPER Dining Room 
'Palm Damask’ from Damask 
Resources Collection, Thibaut 
thifaautdesign.com LACE J.R. 
Burrows & Co., burrows.com 
FURNITURE DR/bed Centennial 

Collection. Drexel Heritage 
drexelheritage.com

p. 31 KITCHEN SHELVES Van 
Dykes Restorers, vandykes.com 
LIGHTING The Lighting Place, 
Albany, NY: lightingplace.com 

p. 32 WALLPAPER Country 
French', Albert Van Luit & Co. 
avlwallpaper.com PAINT 'Navaho 
White' in pearl, Benjamin Moore 
benjaminmoore.com 

p. 33 PAINT 'Wilmington Tan', 
Benjamin Moore benjaminmoore 
.com LAMP Antique Victorian 
Lighting Inc., Kennebunk, ME: 
victorianlightinginc.com

SELECTED ANTIQUES 
Stone Soup Antiques, Ballston 
Spa. NY: stonesoupantiques 
gallery.com The Farm Antiques, 
Wells, ME: thefarmantiques.com

PLASTER 101 
PLASTER
Abatron abatron.com Krack Kote 
makes invisible, permanent repairs 
to cracked walls & plaster Charles 
Street Supply charlesstreetsupply 
.com Washers for plaster repair 
glues/adhesives 
& WOOD REPAIR PRODUCTS 
Abatron abatron.com High-perfor
mance epoxies for wood, concrete, 
stone & metal American Building 
Restoration Products abrp.com 
Surface restoration cleaners, paint 
removers, waterrepellants Con- 
Serv Epoxy conservepoxy.com 
Wood rot repair epoxies and res
toration materials West System 
westsystem.com Epoxy that bonds 
fiberglass, wood, metal, fabrics etc.

HEATING & COOLING 
Acorn Mfg. acornmfg.com 
Decorative heat registers & grilles 
Eheat.com eheat.com Wall- 
mounted electric panel heaters 
Indow Windows indowwindows 
.com Interior storm windows for 
inside window frames Innerglass 
Window Systems stormwindows 
.com Custom glass interior storm 
windows Pacific Register Com
pany pacificregisterco.com 
Custom decorative registers & 
heat vent covers Reggio Register 
reggioregister.com Decorative heat 
and air-conditioning_ grilles & reg
isters Wooden Radiator Cabinet 
Co. woodenradiatorcabinet.com 
Custom-built radiator covers

!'•

CARPETS 
A&C-SPECIFIC RUGS 
Aspen Carpet Designs aspen 
carpetdesigns.com Custom Prairie 
school & Usonian style rugs JR 
Burrows St Company burrows 
.com Authentic English woven 
carpets iWilton, Brussels, Axmin- 
ster) in designs by William Morris; 
custom order, made up as bordered 
area rugs or wall-to-wall Endless 
Knot endlessknotrugs.com 
Tibetan carpefs including an Arts 
& Crafts Collection Fair Oak 
Woodshops fairoak.com William 
Morris-design rugs GuildCraft 
Carpets guildcraftcarpets.com 
A&C Donegal carpet designs by

95



%emuddling

...a prison jumpsuit over fine lingerie.
—George Taylor

DON'T
...buy a row house 

if you can't play nice 
with others. Few things 
are as pleasing, or more 
neighborhood-defining, 
as an unbroken row of 

facades. When one is so 
changed, the street- 

scape is scarred.

SOMETIMES CONFORMITY IS GOOD
Renowned colorist Bob Buckter (aka Dr. Color, drcolor.com) spends 
his days choosing exquisite paint schemes for San Francisco’s 
Painted Ladies, and for many other buildings nationwide. Given his 
architectural perception, he might have felt pain when he came 
across this juxtaposition. Two pretty Victorians, in complementary 
blue and yellow and largely intact, tripped up by a third house that 
has been stripped of its dignity. The last house in a long row was 
hastily clad, but that can't cover its shame. Gone are the gable 
ornaments, brackets, pent roof over the bay. even the original 
windows. It proves that when one member of a close family suffers, 
everyone does.

It's their very repetition that makes row houses special. The 
row has order and rhythm, like the formations of a marching band. 
Marchers know that if they step out of line, they’ll ruin the show.

TWO WAYS TO WIN! If you spot a classic example of remuddling, submit it atoldhouseonline.com/remuddling. We ll give you $100 if your 
photos are published. If you want to see your witty words on this page, enter our monthly caption contest at facebook.com/oldhousejournal
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Systems
Small Duct High Velocity Heating, Cooling and Indoor Air Quality Systems

Energy Efficient Performance with No Major Remodelling

Cleaner More Comfortable Air

Energy Saving Products Ltd. - Proud Manufacturers since 1983

www.hi-velocity.com 
Cali us today I -888-652-2219 For FREE information go to wmw.oldhouseonline.coWw



Custom. Period. CRCmipOINTDesigned. Delivered. Direct.
800-999-4994 •

CABINETRY

Fine Quality Custom Cabinetry 
Handcrafted For Your Entire Home

vA\^'.crown-po int.com


